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Chapter 1 - Facebook = F#^KBOOK? 
 
Hi, I’m Brandon and I’m going to tell you how to get all the girls you could 
possibly want by simply using your Facebook account.  
 
That might sound like a bold claim, but I’m living proof that this system 
WORKS.  
 
Let me drop a quick fact on you:  
 
Right now at this moment—as you read this book—there are more than 
800 million people on Facebook. 
 
Studies have shown that more than half of these users are women. Dude, 
we’re talking about 400 million+ females!  
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A significant percentage of these females are single, available, and hot—
and bro, they’re hooked on Facebook like junkies get hooked on drugs, 
logging onto the site whenever they have a few spare seconds.  
 
I constantly see good-looking chicks checking their Facebook accounts 
from their phones while they sip coffee at Starbucks.  
 
Or while they’re on the treadmill at the gym.  
 
Or while they’re standing in line at the grocery store.  
 
And I see them taking sexy-ass pictures and uploading them to their 
accounts while they’re out partying with their friends...  
 
This is just what I observe when women are in public. In the privacy of their 
own homes, women spend an insane amount of time on Facebook. 
 
(And it’s where they love taking those “selfie” shots of themselves, showing 
off their boobs and asses in their mirror…)  
 
Anyway, let’s not get distracted. Here’s the deal:  
 
You’re about to learn an easy, step-by-step system that lets you SEDUCE 
the girls you want on Facebook.  
 
If you’ve tried to chat with girls on Facebook in the past…or flirt with 
them…and it didn’t go anywhere, I want you to forget about all of that. 
 
You were doing it wrong. And we’re going to fix it.  
 
If you’re like I used to be, your interactions on Facebook mainly consist of 
exchanging messages with your friends, and commenting on and “liking” 
each other’s pictures.  
 
You might occasionally discover some hot-looking girl who you share a 
“mutual friend” with, so you check out her profile and her pics, and perhaps 
try to add her to your friends list…but you’ve probably found that even if 
you do try to start an interaction with one of those “random” girls, you won’t 
get far.  
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There are too many other guys trying to kiss her ass and stroke her ego, 
posting comments on her pics telling her how gorgeous she is.  
 
How are you supposed to compete with this? To her, you’re just another 
random, horny stranger out there in cyberspace.   
 
Then there were girls who I would initially meet in real life—girls I chatted 
with when I was out at bars or parties, or people I met through my work or 
my social circle. If they were cute, I made it a point to always get their 
Facebook address so that I could keep in touch with them online.   
 
But that rarely got me anywhere, either. Again, I wasn’t able to “cut through 
the noise.” It seemed that every attractive girl had so much activity going on 
with her Facebook profile—dozens of friends posting comments and 
engaging them in conversations—that I didn’t know how to catch their 
attention and chat with them one-on-one.  
 
Even worse, when I was able to strike up a “Facebook chat” with a girl I 
liked, the conversation would stall out after a few minutes. How was I 
supposed to keep the conversation moving forward with a girl I barely 
knew?  
 
I’d ask the usual questions (so where you do like to hang out, what kind of 
music are you into, etc), but I could sense that she had other people vying 
for her attention, sending her messages and distracting her. People who 
were her REAL friends, in real life, who had real things to talk about with 
her.  
 
After a few minutes of awkward chatting, the girl would politely excuse 
herself and I’d go back to trolling Facebook for another cute girl to try to 
interact with. (Or, I’d surf over to an internet porn site, where I knew I could 
at least get some satisfaction!)  
 
I vividly remember those frustrating days, back when Facebook felt like one 
giant cock-tease. My list of Facebook contacts contained lots of attractive 
female “friends”—but that was precisely the problem. I wasn’t ever getting 
past the “friend zone” with any of them.   
 
Thankfully, things are different now.  
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MUCH different.  
 
These days, whenever I log into my Facebook account I have numerous 
friendly messages from women—some of whom I slept with in the past; 
others who are part of my current “rotation” (meaning, I’m sleeping with 
now); and others who I haven’t met in real life yet, but I know it’s just a 
matter of time before they’re in my bed.   
 
And when I want to meet new women, instead of it being a difficult, 
stressful challenge, it feels more like a game. A game I’ve already beaten a 
hundred times before!  
 
I use a special method to browse through the profiles and quickly and 
easily identify the girls who are “good to go”—the ones I know I can seduce 
by using a few simple techniques and routines.  
 
It’s all because I figured out (with help from the legendary seduction coach 
Dean Cortez) a bunch of “Facebook Seduction Loopholes.” Basically, there 
are ways to “hack” this social network and turn it into your own personal 
matchmaking site—where you have your pick of thousands of available 
women.   
 
I’m not talking about actually hacking into the website, or anything like that.  
 
I’m talking about using special Facebook features—which most users don’t 
have a clue about—for seduction purposes. To allow you to easily meet 
women who might normally ignore you, and start flirtatious interactions that 
lead to real-world hook ups. These girls don’t even need to be on your 
friends list (yup, there are techniques for “friending” hot girls even if they 
normally turn down requests from guys they don’t know).  
 
As long as you have a computer, a Facebook account and a working 
internet connection, this system will work. 
 
All you need to do is login to your Facebook account and use the methods 
that I’m going to reveal to you in this book. Once you do this, you’ll have 
the ability to scroll through the girls you want to meet, and line up dates 
within a few short messages.  
 
Rather than wasting time in the “friend zone,” you’ll know how to spark 
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feelings of attraction in women, so that they’ll want much more than just 
your friendship.  
 
Remember, you do NOT want to end up like the millions of other guys who 
don’t understand the “rules of the game” and only creep women out on 
Facebook.  
 
You don’t want to be the guy who ruins it for everyone else and makes 
women turn their privacy settings on “private.” 
 

In the busy, bustling world of Facebook, attention spans are short. You’ll 
usually only get one chance to do things right.   

So don’t f**k this up!  

Before you send another message to a girl on Facebook, make sure you 
READ this entire guide. 
 

Why Getting Girls On Facebook Is Much BETTER Than In Real Life 
 

Ever since I mastered the Facebook seduction game, I’ve no longer found 
it necessary to go out on the weekends to try to meet girls in smoky bars, 
or loud clubs.  

I no longer need to stress myself out when I see a cute girl at the mall, or 
the coffee shop, who I want to talk to—but I feel awkward about trying to 
approach her in public.  

Because I know that all I need to do is log into Facebook to get all the girls I 
want—without having to figure out the right “opening line,” and without 
risking an embarrassing rejection.  

 
Let me run down some of the key reasons why this Facebook Seduction 
method is superior to trying to pick up girls in the “real world.”  

1. You can meet girls 24/7 with no risk of “rejection.” 
 

Imagine sitting at home on your couch in your underwear, having the power 
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to pick and choose any girl you want from a “home-delivered pussy 
service.” 
 
That’s exactly what Facebook becomes when you apply these tactics! 

So if you’re the kind of guy who’s too lazy or shy to go to the trouble of 
picking up women in the “real world,” this is the system you’ve been waiting 
for.    
 
With a smartphone, you can be on Facebook anywhere, at any time. (You 
don’t need to have a fancy phone to use this system—your home computer 
will do the job just fine—but if you’ve a Facebook app on your phone, you 
can pick up hotties or confirm dates while you’re on the go!)  
 
Whether it’s Monday morning at your job, happy hour at the bar on Friday 
night, or you’re lounging on your couch on a lazy Sunday, you have instant 
access to an unlimited number of women on Facebook.  
 
And of course, the chances of you getting nervous or “tongue tied” during a 
Facebook interaction are much lower than they’d be if you were face-to-
face with a girl in real life.   
 
You don’t have to be self-conscious, or worry about anything like your 
clothes or your body language while you chat.  
 
You don’t have the noise and distractions of the real world to contend with. 
You can concentrate all of your seduction powers on your Facebook 
interactions. (Hell, you can take notes on this book, write up your own 
“cheat sheet,” and refer to it during your chats!)  
  
I used to read books on “pickup” and seduction, and try to memorize long 
conversational routines to use when I talked to women. In the heat of the 
moment, however, I’d always forget what I was supposed to say next. 
That’s when I would usually say something irrelevant, or just plain stupid.  
 
But once you learn the art of Facebook Seduction, there’s no chance of this 
happening. You’ll possess complete control over what you say, and how 
you choose to say it. (In this book, we’ll even give you copy-and-paste lines 
that you can use every step of the way!)  
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2.  “Find and filter” ‘em with just a few clicks.  
 

When you spot an attractive girl in a typical “pickup” environment—let’s say 
a bar, for example—you have very little information to go on. You might 
notice that she’s dressed a certain way, or is hanging out with a certain 
group of people, but other than that you know nothing about her.  
 
The biggest thing you don’t know is whether she’s available. She might be 
dating a steroid-crazed MMA fighter who’s lurking across the room. She 
could be married. Or she might just have a personality that is totally 
incompatible with yours.  
 
The point is, you just don’t know. 
 
But with Facebook, you can “filter” thousands or even millions of female 
profiles, to narrow your options down to the women you truly want to hook 
up with. The girls who fit your criteria and your standards.  
 
This alone will save you enormous amounts of time and energy (and 
money, too—how much cash did I waste back in the day, buying drinks for 
girls who turned out to have boyfriends?) 
 
If I want to meet women who live in my town, I can narrow my search down 
to local hotties. If I’m about to take a trip, I can identify hot, single girls who 
live in the city I’ll be visiting. (I’ve hooked up with girls in multiple countries, 
just by using Facebook.)  
 
And this leads me to my next point… 
 

3. Facebook tells you more about a girl in five minutes 
than talking to her for two hours.  
 

Everyone’s Facebook profile includes a “Timeline” that shows important 
moments in their lives from the past several years. This means you can not 
only get a good sense of a girl by looking at her latest posts and pictures—
you can also “scroll back in time” and learn about her history.  
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Within a few minutes, you can learn an incredible amount of personal 
information about a girl. (Women tend to share information on Facebook 
more freely than guys—they’re constantly posting about their state of mind, 
what they’re experiencing emotionally, what they’re happy or sad about, 
etc.) 
 
Dean Cortez, the seduction mastermind who helped to create the 
Facebook Seduction System, is well-known for his first program, which is 
called M.A.C.K. Tactics. In the M.A.C.K. Tactics book, Dean wrote about 
the importance of gathering as much “Intell” as possible on a woman, 
before making your move on her.  
 
Dean was referring to picking up women in real-world environments, where 
“Intell” could mean noticing her body language, the way she’s dressed, who 
she’s with, etc. Gathering Intell can help you to determine whether she’s a 
girl you want to go for—and can also help you figure out what to talk to her 
about.  
 
Well, Facebook takes the concept of “gathering Intell” to a whole other 
level. You can literally review the last few years of her life (by using the 
Timeline feature) and see and read about the people, places, activities and 
events that matter to her! And that’s in addition to being able to look at her 
Facebook Wall, and see what she’s been up to lately.  
 
As a result, you’ll never be lacking for things to chat about with her. By 
doing a bit of research on her, you’ll be able to find commonalities—people 
you both know or admire, places and activities you both enjoy, and things 
that you both find humorous or annoying.  
 
Or maybe she participates in an activity, or has a passion about a topic, 
that you’d be interested in learning more about. These can be great 
conversation topics as well.  
 

4.  Endless options  
 
Most guys are sick of the crap they have to endure in bars and nightclubs.  
Do you actually enjoy going to overpriced places and being expected to 
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buy drinks for a girl you haven’t slept with yet? 
 
I didn’t think so! 

Well guess what? Soon, there will be nearly half a BILLION girls on 
Facebook. You’ve got opportunities to meet more girls through Facebook 
than you could ever get a good look at in real life! 
 
Buying drinks for random strangers is not necessary.  

Enduring the typical “first date” process isn’t necessary, either…because by 
using the methods in this course, you can build enough attraction with a 
woman through Facebook that when she agrees to meet up with you, 
you’ve already laid the groundwork.  

You won’t need to spend money to impress her, or take her to the right 
restaurant, in order to hook up with her. Later, we’ll talk about how to meet 
up with Facebook girls in the real world, and how to quickly get “down to 
business” instead of wasting time and money.   

5. Relationships on Facebook can really work out 
 

If you’re the type of guy to wants to eventually find a “nice girl” to settle 
down with, Facebook can also deliver this to your doorstep.  
 
I know there are some people who complain that relationships from 
Facebook never end up working out. These same people probably say that 
relationships that begin on internet dating sites (Match.com, 
PlentyOfFish.com, etc) can’t work out, either.  
 
First of all, I know plenty of happy couples who met through internet dating 
sites. Ten years ago, internet dating perhaps had a bit of a stigma attached 
to it. (Some people thought it was only for folks who were desperate.)  
 
But this stigma no longer exists. Internet dating makes perfect sense for 
people who are busy and would rather “filter” their potential dating partners 
before meeting them in the real world. 
 
Facebook allows you to do the same thing—but it’s even better, because 
there’s absolutely no stigma at all attached to Facebook. Everyone and 
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their mother uses it!   
 
It simply saves you a whole lot of trouble. You meet a girl on Facebook, and 
then you continue the interaction, and take it to the next level, in person.  
 
Regardless of what the “haters” might say, relationships that begin on 
Facebook have the same chance of working out as any other relationship. 
 
Actually, if you use our method, your chances of finding an awesome 
girlfriend are quite high—for two reasons. First, you’re going to have 
access to a ton more women than you have access to right now. And 
second, when you interact with these women (both online, and in the real 
world) you’ll know how to “push the buttons” that make them feel attracted 
to you.  

6.  You get results FAST! 
 
On Facebook, connections are made quickly and it’s okay for you to start 
flirting and “escalating” almost immediately (as long as you do it the right 
way, not in a way that turns her off).  
 
If you were chatting with that girl for the first time in a bar, it might take her 
time to “warm up” to you and feel comfortable in the conversation. You’d 
also need to spend time answering certain basic questions and asking her 
questions about herself.  
 
Facebook allows you to accelerate the whole process. Just as you can see 
her profile, she can see yours. She’ll know your basic details and you’ll 
know hers. And once you “tweak” your profile according to our guidelines, 
she’ll get the sense right away that you’re a cool, interesting, fun guy who 
she can loosen up with and enjoy getting to know.   
 
You can easily meet five or ten women in a single session, and you can 
chat and flirt with multiple women at the same time. How would that ever be 
possible in a bar or club?  

7. Flexibility 
 

Facebook has a wide range of features and options. It gives you the ability 
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to avoid unwanted idiots and showoffs by blocking them. 
 
There are other options, such as group conversations, where you can 
connect with multiple people at the same time.  
 
And there’s even a Facebook app that lets you meet women who are on 
Facebook for casual sex! Yup. We’ll be telling you about this app later!  
 
Facebook hands an amazing amount of control over to you. You are the 
one in control of your own “social ecosystem.” You are the master of your 
own little universe, which you can populate with beautiful women.  
 
Facebook can be very personal, and at the same time, you can choose to 
remain anonymous or choose to conceal certain details about yourself. This 
means greater seduction flexibility! 

8. “A well written letter holds the power to win any lady’s 
heart” 
 
Back in the age of poetry authors used to describe a letter as being very 
powerful, in fact, it was said that:  
 
 “A well written letter holds the power to win any lady’s heart.”  

What does this mean for you when it comes to picking up girls on 
Facebook? 
 
Well, the Facebook chat feature is really just a modern version of the old-
school “letter in the mail” (except it arrives a thousand times faster). I 
personally love the idea of communicating with written words, because it 
gives you the chance to compose your thoughts.  
 
Even better, we’ll give you word-for-word lines you can copy and paste to 
“win a lady’s heart and get into her panties.” This stuff isn’t exactly poetry, 
but it will flip her “attraction switches” just the same! 

Conclusion:  
 
In the olden days, you would have to judge a person by their character, 
attitude, morals or how they hold themselves after knowing them for years. 
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But in the electronic era, we judge a person by their Facebook profile within 
minutes—or even seconds! 
 
In order to find, filter and hook up with girls on Facebook, you need to 
understand how all of the different features work, so that you’ll be in 
complete control of your seduction environment.  
 
You don’t want to be like most of the chumps out there in Facebook-land, 
who are either…  
 

a) Too shy to ever initiate connection with hot girls they don’t know 
b) Friggin’ CREEPY. Their profiles are weird, and the comments they 

post on women’s pictures reek of desperation.  
c) Then there are the majority of guys, whose profiles are just plain 

BORING. They give women no reason to pay attention to them.  
 

It’s time for you to “step outside the box” and elevate yourself to a separate 
category: Facebook Seducer.  

A Facebook Seduction System Secret… 
 

Facebook was never intended to help you meet or date random people. 
You’re really only supposed to connect with people you already know.  
 
Facebook also happens to be strict about this. In fact, it’s against their rules 
to actively add random people you don’t know to your friends list.  

On top of that, most of the girls you’ll find on FB aren’t there for dating 
purposes. That’s why you can’t normally expect to start randomly flirting 
with them and get positive responses…  
 
Unless you use the techniques that we reveal to you here.  
 
Essentially, if you want to get girls online there are two paths you can take.  

There’s a longer path that delivers weak results, and a shorter path that 
delivers awesome results.  

The “long path” means ignoring the differences between Facebook and 
“dating websites.” It means trying to use the same strategy to meet girls on 
Facebook that you would use with a site like Match.com, where everyone is 
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on the site specifically to find romance.   
 
The short option means understanding the core differences between 
Facebook and the dating sites, and then using this knowledge to your 
advantage.   
 
We’re going to give you a systematic, step by step approach that goes 
totally under the radar of the women you meet. So instead of just being a 
normal random “Facebook friend” that she’ll never sleep with, you become 
the “special friend” that she’ll submit to sexually and emotionally.  
 
Out of all the girls I’ve hooked up with through Facebook, only ONE of them 
was using Facebook solely for dating purposes. 
 
Follow the steps we’re about to lay out, and soon, you too will have an 
inbox filled with messages from hot and willing women, that looks 
something like this:
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Chapter 2 - Facebook Seduction Theory 
 
Before you start seducing women online, I want to quickly run you through 
the basics of how to get girls attracted to you. These principles work in both 
the online and offline world—but it’s actually easier to implement them in 
the world of Facebook.  
 
You see, there are specific “attraction triggers” that you can learn to flip 
inside of women. It’s sort of like knowing the right buttons to push, to make 
them feel curious about you, and attracted—even if on the surface, you 
don’t seem like the kind of guy she’d normally go for.  
 
When you don’t understand how these triggers and buttons work, women 
can seem awfully hard to figure out. (For example, they say they want to 
meet a “nice guy,” but the nicer you are, the less they seem interested in 
you—and instead, they date complete jerks!)  
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What I eventually figured out is that we, as men, think in ways that women 
don’t understand. And the reverse is true, as well: women constantly 
behave in ways that seem illogical to us.  
 
The bottom line—and this is critical to understand in order to be an 
effective seducer—is that men are driven by logic. When we encounter a 
problem, we want to look at it from different angles and figure it out. Men 
are wired to be problem-solvers. 
 
Women, on the other hand, are driven by their emotions. This is why they 
get flustered and even hysterical over situations that to us, seem silly. 
 
But the emotional nature of women works to your advantage if you know 
how to create certain emotions inside of them.   
 
Once you “crack this code,” it’s as easy as pushing a few buttons. 
 
She may TELL herself (and her friends) that she’s attracted to a certain 
type of guy: tall, well-built, buys her flowers and is super romantic, etc.  
 
And on a logical level, it might make sense for her to look for this type of 
boyfriend.  
 
But remember, women aren’t fueled by logic. With them, it’s all about 
EMOTION. It’s about how a guy makes her FEEL on a gut level.  
 
Consider this: why do nice girls date “bad boys?” Because bad boys trigger 
very powerful emotions inside of women.  
 
He may mistreat her and cheat on her, and the relationship could be filled 
with constant drama—but women literally get addicted to the roller coaster 
of emotions that bad boys give them.  
 
One of the key reasons that bad boys are like crack cocaine to women is 
that they aren’t needy. They’re independent, they do their own thing, and 
OTHER WOMEN find them desirable (which makes the women they’re with 
want to cling to them even harder). 
 
Also, bad boys aren’t followers. They’re leaders. Women are wired to 
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desire men who LEAD, because this indicates that they’re capable of 
providing safety and security.  
 
Keep these qualities in mind. You’ll want to project them to women when 
you interact with them on Facebook.  
 
And you can project these qualities in a subtle way. It’s not about 
pretending to be a “tough guy” or coming off as arrogant. It’s about 
displaying the fact that you’re not like most guys. You aren’t desperate or 
clingy.  
 
You’re a guy who leads an awesome, fun lifestyle. You have unlimited 
options. But if she wants to jump onboard your train and have the ride of 
her life, the invitation is open.  
 
When this comes through in the way you portray yourself on Facebook, you 
can’t lose.   
 
Now here’s something else you need to understand. Women are way more 
concerned with social status than men are.    
 
They’re hyper-sensitive to how they are perceived by their friends and 
peers. And they’re always seeking ways to increase their social status 
within their peer group. 
 
That is why girls typically spend way more time on Facebook than men do. 
They post updates much more frequently than we do.  And when they post 
updates, they secretly crave comments and “likes,” because this makes 
them feel validated.   
 
Social status to a woman is much more important than anything else. It’s 
far more important to them than sex (which is usually OUR number one 
goal).  
 
Women avoid hanging out with guys who are of lower social status than 
they are. Conversely, they flock to guys who appear to be higher than them 
on the social status “ladder.”  
 
This is why you need to understand how to increase your social value on 
Facebook. This would make it logical for women to want to sleep with you.  
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In simple terms, if you increase your social value, you increase your sexual 
desirability to women. 
 
Having high social value doesn’t mean you have a lot of money or have 
good looks. It just means you ACT and BEHAVE in a certain type of way. 
 
Confident, successful, attractive men tend to naturally act this way, and 
possess many of the characteristics I will explain to you. You can display 
these exact same qualities when you interact with women on Facebook. 
 
To save you the time, I’ve made a comprehensive list of the qualities of a 
“high status social person,” that you should strive to possess.  
 
If you have these characteristics and you’re able to show her this, then 
you’re demonstrating “high value” and you’re making yourself more 
attractive to her. I’ll show you how you can convey all these values to 
women through your Facebook profile, but before that I have to let you 
know what they are. 
 
The trick to this is you want to show as many of these qualities as you can 
within the shortest amount of time possible. The faster you do it, the easier 
and quicker it is for you to complete the seduction process.  
 
Don’t worry, I will show you in detail how you can demonstrate most if not 
ALL of these qualities by revamping your Facebook profile and knowing 
exactly what to say. For now, let’s run down the characteristics of high 
social value people. 

1. People of high social value are admired and thus desired by others  
 
Admiration and “being in demand” has a cyclical relationship. A person who 
is admired by others of the same sex is normally desired by members of 
the opposite sex.  
 
Guys think rock stars are cool—and girls will line up to have sex with them. 
To women, supermodels are the bomb—and guys would kill for a chance to 
have sex with them.  
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To expand on this point a bit more: 
 

• People of high social status have men following their command 
If you are seen as a leader of men, then you truly are a person of 
high status. This doesn’t mean ordering your friends around or 
actually “commanding” anyone. It means you’re a leader within your 
social group.  
 
If you’re the guy your friends call to figure out a plan for Friday night, 
and you choose the spot because you know the cool places, you’re a 
leader within your group.  
 
When you’re out with your crew, if you’re the one who brings women 
over to hang out, and you help your friends hook up, they’ll certainly 
see you as a leader. Women will, too.  
 

• People of high social status are “preselected” by other girls - 
Men who are successful with women have social proof in the form of 
other attractive women who are their friends or lovers. (On Facebook, 
this is reflected in your pictures, your friends list, and the people who 
comment on your posts.) When women observe you having positive 
interactions and getting positive responses from other women, it 
makes you look like a guy women can trust—and a guy they should 
probably get to know. 

 
• People of high social status “click” with girls - Guys who 

understand women as emotional creatures get laid the most. Their 
understanding of female psychology is rare. The guy who “gets it,” 
when it comes to women, will never have a problem getting laid.   

 
• People of high social value have other people seeking approval 

from them – Most guys seek approval from women. They constantly 
try to crack jokes that the girl will find funny. They buy drinks for girls 
in order to “buy” a few minutes of their time. They talk themselves up 
in an attempt to impress her.  
 

But when you act this way, you lower your own status. She can TELL that 
you are trying to win her approval. 
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Guys who truly have high social status don’t worry about trying to get some 
chick to “approve” of them. They can’t be bothered with that!  
 
Instead, your goal should be to make women earn YOUR approval.  
 
My mentor, Dean Cortez, uses this tactic whenever he meets girls. I want 
to give you a couple of examples of what he might say to establish his 
“social value” (and to make the girl want to earn his approval). 
 
Note: Dean says these lines after he’s already been chatting with the girl 
for a few minutes and building a connection. Then he busts out one of 
these gems:   
 
You’re so cute, Vanessa, but I’ve got an important question to ask you…do 
you know how to give a really good back massage? Because I require this 
in my girlfriends...  
 
OK, Cindy, so I can tell that you’re smart, and you’re funny. I like that. 
You’re definitely earning points with me. But I need to ask you a question: 
what’s your favorite movie of all time? Be careful how you answer, because 
I’ve found that a woman’s taste in movies shows how compatible she can 
be with me.  
 
Do you see what’s happening here? By using lines like these, you are 
“reversing” the usual male-female interaction.  
 
Instead of the girl “interviewing” you and asking you questions, you flip it 
around and take control.  
 
In a funny, playful way, you make her prove herself to YOU. (And this 
makes you automatically attractive, because you’re demonstrating lots of 
confidence.)   
 
You don’t need to use these exact lines when you chat with women on 
Facebook, but keep in mind the basic principle. Make women want to earn 
YOUR approval. Let them think you’re a guy who has other options, and is 
picky.  
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2. People of high social value are natural in their behavior  
 

One of the worst pieces of dating advice around is “just be yourself.”  
 
Instead of “just being yourself,” I recommend you be the BEST version of 
yourself! 

 
Sure, there are times that you need to fake it till you make it (as everyone 
starts off somewhere). And in the world of Facebook it’s much easier to 
“fake” it through your profile. Eventually though, you need to become the 
embodiment of the person you are portraying through your profile and be 
the REAL THING. 
 
The reason for this is simple. Women have very good intuition and can 
read whether or not a guy, especially someone who is attracted to them, is 
nervous or not. If you are nervous and unnatural you’ll be making the 
woman feel uncomfortable and then it will just all go downhill from there.  
 

3. People of high social value are recognized and appreciated by other 
people 

  
This means other women and also men like you and appreciate you. If 
you’re the guy at the bar or club who constantly has friends and 
acquaintances coming over to greet you, it’s obvious to women that you’re 
a guy of exceptional high value. If some of these friends of yours happen to 
be attractive females, even better!  
 
There is no better indicator of how women perceive you, than having a 
group of attractive girls being in your presence and enjoying themselves.  
 
If you have good-looking women constantly around you and enjoying your 
presence, obviously other women will see this, and they will assume that 
you are socially dominant.  
 
On Facebook, you want to portray yourself this same way. Don’t worry, if 
right now you don’t have any hot female friends posting on your Facebook 
wall, or complimenting your pictures, I’ll show you a sneaky way to get 
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around this and instantly give yourself social proof from desirable women. 
 

4. People of high social value have standards 
 
Most men who fail with women don’t actually have real standards when it 
comes to women. They have an  “anything with a hole is a goal” attitude. 
This is extremely unattractive, because it shows desperation.  

 
Guys who are highly successful with women tend to have high standards.  
Unlike the guys who don’t get girls, these men have a set criteria. 
 
Let me demonstrate this to you through an analogy. 
 
For example, if you were purchasing a vehicle, and you had all the money 
in the world, would you just tell the car dealer “just get me anything”? 
 

No!  

Because you know that if you are the richest man alive you would want 
something that no one else would get! 

Having standards make you stand out, because women and will see you as 
a guy who is picky and choosy with women. This will imply to them that: 

a. First of all, you are a man who is confident with himself.  
b. Second, women to you must be in abundance, so you must have 

something other women desire.  

This type of guy isn’t ever worried about getting rejected, because he has 
an “abundance mentality” towards women. In fact, when a woman doesn’t 
want to be with him for whatever reason, he thinks it’s “her loss.” 

Having standards makes you more attractive. Having criteria makes you 
stand out from all of those creepy stalker guys on Facebook.  
 

5. People of high social value are great company  
 
Have you noticed that the men who succeed with women are not only cool 
to be around in general, but are also good at entertaining women?  
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If you show her a good time, women will also be attracted to you because 
you are a cool and fun loving guy. 
 
Why are these men great company? Well, here are some points to 
elaborate further: 
 

• People of high social value are selfless givers - truly authoritative 
people give and do not expect anything in return. This is powerful and 
attractive, because only people who are truly abundant can give like 
this.  
 
“Giving” doesn’t necessarily have anything to do with money. It can 
simply mean that you take the time to help your friends with advice. 
You’re there for them when they need you. When you find out about 
parties or cool events, you score invites for your friends.  
 
The point I’m trying to make here is that when you do things out of 
the goodness of your heart, without asking for anything in return, you 
gain a reputation as a giving person. Women find this naturally 
attractive, because they know you’re a guy they can count on.  

 
• People of high social status protect people they care about -

Women have a need to feel safe and secure with a man before they’ll 
get romantic with him. This is especially true in the world of Facebook, 
which has its share of stalkers and pervs.   
 
If you give her the vibe that you’re safe to be around and she feels 
comfortable with you, it will make it a whole lot easier to get her to 
your bedroom. Until you meet up with her in person, you’ll want to 
make her feel comfortable through the way you interact with her on 
Facebook. You can make a woman feel “safe” with you, in an 
emotional sense, by bonding with her over topics you’re both 
interested in.  
 
And you never want to come across as whiny, needy or negative, 
because these are hallmarks of an insecure guy.  
 
When you show insecurity, it makes her wonder whether you’re a 
secure, stable, confident guy—which she needs to feel in order to feel 
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attraction. So on Facebook, never throw a hissy fit if a woman doesn’t 
have time to chat with you, or doesn’t respond to an email. Don’t ever 
express jealousy or suspicion when you see other guys commenting 
on her pictures. Be cool.  

 

6. People of high social status are extremely positive  
 
Did you know that your emotions affect others? Negativity destroys an 
interaction and makes you just horrible to be around in general. People run 
away from negative individuals, as it’s not only boring to be around 
someone like that, it’s depressing.  
 
When you radiate positivity and look at the bright side of things, you 
naturally become a more attractive guy to be around. Positive energy is 
infectious.  
 

7. People of high social status are self-fulfilling  
 
A person of high status does not need anything from anyone else. They are 
not desperate. In fact, the guys who get the most attention from women are 
the ones that direct their attention at making women feel good. 
 
If women see you as a guy who’s FUN to be around, they’ll stick with you! 
On Facebook, you can find all kinds of different ways to put a smile on 
women’s faces, and brighten their mood if they’re feeling down.  
 

8. People of high social value are socially intelligent 
 

This is very important for women, especially in the world of Facebook 
seduction. Remember what I told you before? Women value social status 
and their interactions with other people in their social ecosystem above 
everything else.  

Getting a grasp of social intelligence is critical. This means developing a 
“sixth sense” for who are the higher-value people in a social hierarchy, and 
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who are on the lower end of the scale. As a high-value guy, you’ll want to 
build friendships and interact with other high-value people on Facebook.  

Once you understand the energy that flows back and forth within social 
interactions, you can become the leader within social groups. 

You will then be the one in control of the interaction. 

Now, the bad news that I’m going to say about social intelligence is that 
most girls have much more social understanding of the situation than you. 

The good news is that this skill is easy to develop, and all it takes is for you 
to start observing social interactions and paying attention to the dynamics. 

When you observe a guy in the “real world” chatting with a woman he just 
met, is he leading the interaction and keeping the conversation flowing? Or 
is he going along with her flow?   

You don’t actually need to do much in order to develop an understanding of 
social interaction. 

The next time you go out in a group, watch and observe to see who is the 
one that is always asking questions in a needy way.  

These people have lower social value. In the world of Facebook, these 
interactions happen a lot faster, and the social dynamics are easier to spot.  

Possessing social intelligence also means you are able to “think like a 
chick” because you understand how women think. You do this by not 
saying silly things, not doing stupid things, and not making her feel 
uncomfortable. Rather you are making the women around you laugh, have 
a good time, and enjoy themselves.   

Please note, you don’t want to be the comedian or “the funny guy” that 
women don’t take seriously. You want to be the guy that all those girls want 
to be around, by showing social intelligence.  

How do you do this?   

By keeping the group together, and engaging everyone’s emotional levels 
by making sure they’re involved with the conversation and having fun.  

It’s as if you are the “drug” of the group—without you, the group is bored 
and has nothing to do. With you, the group is having fun, and when it’s time 
to bounce to the next spot, you know where to bring them to keep the good 
times flowing. 
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9. People of high social status are willing to leave an attractive woman  
 
This is about more than having an “abundance mentality.” You need to let 
women know that you appreciate them for more than their looks, and that 
you have standards beyond how good they look. Attractive women have 
been complimented for their looks since they were 13. You need to stand 
out.  
 
How do you do this? 

Well, you don’t let the women get away with being rude or being a brat. 

If she does, you don’t just take it like any other chump.  

Rather you are willing to either ignore her, or walk away. 

This is exactly how confident, powerful men behave.  

They don’t take shit from anyone, and if they receive shit, they don’t accept 
it. That’s why these people are perceived as being special by our society, 
and even glorified. 

 10. People of high social value are non-reactive 
 
When problems arise, low-value men get flustered and upset. High value 
men either brush the problem aside and smile about it, or handle it 
immediately. 
 
How you deal with stress, or unexpected problems, is a huge indicator of 
your social value (and your social intelligence).  
 
If you take a girl on a date, and when you get to the movie theatre the seats 
are sold out, do you stomp your feet and whine and complain? Or do you 
say, “No worries, I’ve actually got a much more fun idea for tonight,” and 
take her by the hand and bring her somewhere else (that really IS more fun 
than sitting in a dark theatre for two hours?)   
 
If you get upset over the fact that some other guy is chatting with her—
whether it’s at a bar, or on Facebook—she knows she has you in the palm 
of her hand. But if she acts out in such a way, and you act like you don’t 
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give a damn, it tells her you must be something special. 
 
Of course, if she’s behaving in a way that is flat-out rude or disrespectful to 
you, you’ll make more of a statement by simply wishing her a good night 
and leaving!  
 
What you don’t want to do is react in a way that shows neediness or 
insecurity.  
 
You need to disarm beautiful women of their most powerful weapon of 
mass manipulation... 
 
Their looks.  
 
What you need to do is communicate to her that, yes, she is attractive, you 
may notice it, but it’s not going to change the way you act around her.  
 
If you do this, then you’re taking her away her most powerful mechanism of 
control over men. 
 
Yup that’s right, the power that women wield over men is through the use of 
sexual interest! 
 
You will standout from other guys because she’ll think “who is this guy? I’m 
hot, and I’m flaunting my goods, other guys are drooling all over me, but 
he’s not affected? He must be some big hot shot.” This will in turn make 
you even more powerful and attractive in the eyes of women. 
 
Remember, people of high social status do not give a damn about what 
others think and take risks doing what others would consider “crazy.” 
  
The most successful people in our world got there by doing the most 
unconventional things. For example, who would of thought a university drop 
out would be the founder of one of the world’s biggest companies—
Microsoft?  

 
The world would be a much different place today if the young Bill Gates 
took seriously the criticisms other people were directing at him, back when 
he was a geeky teenager starting his software business in his home 
garage.  
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To succeed with women, you have to have the attitude that you don’t care 
about what other girls or guys might think of you.  
 
You have to throw out the thoughts relating to “oh, this girl probably won’t 
be into me, she’ll think I’m some weirdo if I try to talk to her...”  

 
Because at the end of the day, it really doesn’t matter what other people 
think. Remember this always: 
 

  
“You wouldn’t care about what other people thought about you, if 
you knew how little they did.” 

 
Let’s face it—we live in a self-centered society, where the only thing of 
importance to most people is their own situation, and their own problems.  
 
In reality, people spend very little time and energy thinking about others. 
  
So really, if you’re putting your life on hold because you’re worried about 
what others might think or say about you, then it’s time to release yourself 
from this “mental cage.” 
 
The world is your oyster. 
 
Especially in the world of Facebook. 
 
When you start to apply the principles I explained in this chapter, it’s as if 
you’re a lion in the animal kingdom. 
 
You dominate the world you live in, and women are drawn to that. 

The best thing is that women will become attracted to you, and drawn to 
you irresistibly. 

And the reason will be, like the dating expert David DeAngelo famously 
said, “Attraction is not a choice.” 

Women are naturally attracted to high value men, just like how men are 
drawn to gorgeous-looking women.  
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In order to attract women you need to show them that you are extremely 
high value and show that you are a man with high social status and 
confident with yourself.  

Did you notice in our comprehensive list of attractive qualities of a man, I 
did not once mention looks or money? 

It’s interesting to note that our society places so much emphasis on men  
needing to be wealthy, or physically attractive, in order to get beautiful 
women. 

The fact of the matter, however, is that this is simply not true. 

We know plenty of very ordinary-looking and even BROKE men who are 
able to date extremely desirable women. 

Attracting women is all about your personality, and the way you present 
yourself. This is especially true with Facebook. 

It has nothing to do with your reflection in the mirror, or how big your wallet 
is. 

This means that if you want to attract women, make sure you don’t chase 
them, and don’t let what they say affect you. 

 

Summary of having high social status 
 

If you’re perceived to have high social value, then others will recognize that 
your time and your friendship is valuable.  

In the Facebook world, this means that you will be tagged on other people’s 
photos, your profile wall will be busy and full of posts written by attractive 
girls (and some guys), and you’ll be the center of attention. 

Once you’re getting this attention, the women in your circle will realize that 
you are an important and valuable person in their social ecosystem, and 
this will immediately generate interest and sexual desire towards you. 

Remember, on Facebook, everything you publicly post will be visible to 
everyone else on your friends list. So it’s important you maintain and keep 
a good reputation for yourself.   
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Later on, I’m going to explain the concept of “Environment Engineering.” I 
will show you exactly what you need to say and the kind of photos you 
need to have on your profile page so that you will be perceived as the guy 
that all girls want to be with. So stay tuned! 
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Chapter 3 – Facebook Seduction Idiot Theory 

(Don’t Be Like This Idiot)  
 

In the last chapter I told you about the elements required to attract women, 
and spark the emotions they need to feel in order to desire you sexually. 
Now I’ll list the qualities that you need to avoid—otherwise, regardless of 
the positive qualities you have, you’re not going to get laid. 

In short, to NOT be perceived as an idiot and scare away women you need 
to NOT be a male of low status—especially on Facebook.  

If you do the following, then you’ll be demonstrating lower value to women, 
which means you’re actually pushing them away. The  more you do these 
things, the more you’re going to repel girls away from you.  
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1. People of low value status try to seek acceptance -  
 

Don’t be like one of those idiot guys who change their Facebook status by 
asking a stupid question like:  

“So what do you think of my new shoes?” 

“Just got a new haircut! Does it look good on me?” 

“Do you think I can do well in school?” 

“Do you think my new band will be successful?”  

In short, these guys are trying to find ways to be validated by people from 
the outside.  

The reason why it’s risky to seek approval from other people is very simple: 
it shows that you don’t have much confidence in yourself. And this is a trait 
of low-value men.  

You don’t want to be perceived for someone like this. Don’t ask silly 
questions and never give the perception that you need validation.  

It’s worth nothing here, many hot girls on Facebook are known to 
constantly post new pictures of themselves, especially those “selfie” shots 
where they show off their bodies in a mirror.  

These girls, despite how attractive they are, are showing insecurity! The 
reason they post these pictures is to get validation, in the form of likes and 
comments. These girls can be easier to seduce than you think—if you 
playfully tease them, act indifferent to their looks, and make them wonder if 
they meet your high standards.    

Here’s an example:  

Weak Move: “Maybe if you’re not busy sometime, we could hang or 
something.” 

Strong Move: “I can tell we’ve got some chemistry…but there are still some 
things I’d like to find out about you, so I’m going to take you out for pizza 
and we can chat more.” 

Not only does this reverse the situation, and makes you beam with 
confidence, the statement is worded in a way that makes the interaction 
and conversation both arousing and interesting at the same time. 
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There’s always a way to re-word a weak question to get a positive 
outcome. 

 

2. People of low social value are extremely predictable 
 

Have you noticed that the men who fail with women always seem the same 
in terms of personality?  

It’s as if they came out of the same factory and the least intriguing, least 
entertaining and least fun to be around. 

I’m sure you’ve had friends like this before—whenever you want to do 
something fun, they have no interest in taking part, and they just sit back 
and watch. 

This not only makes their presence useless (I mean, what’s the point of 
being there if they don’t want to be there) but they also kill the joy in the 
situation and are essentially “kill joys.”  

You do not want to be seen as the guy who’s a kill joy, as this demonstrates 
super low value. 

3. People of low value status BUY what they can’t EARN 
 

This is the MAIN reason why even rich guys can’t get girls. 

A big problem for most men is they think that they can purchase the 
affection of women - this is wrong!  

Please understand you cannot BUY approval.  

Have you ever paused for a moment to think that everything you can spend 
money on to purchase is actually more in abundance than things you get 
for free? 

You can always buy a new house, a new car and a new boat… 

You can always buy more of these items with more money. 

But you know what you can’t buy with money, no matter how much of it you 
have? 
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Your friends, your family and your parents. 

You cannot replace any of these with money, regardless of how much of it 
you have. 

It’s ironic that our society places so much emphasis on things money can 
buy. But in reality, they are much more easily replaceable than things that 
cash cannot exchange. 

So how does this help you get laid on Facebook?  

Let’s talk about this in terms of seduction. 

You can’t BUY approval and real love from women. 

This means you should not spend a lot of money on women unless you 
have the ability to attract them with your personality in the first place. 

If women are not attracted to you in the first place, but you try and make up 
for this by throwing money at her, such as giving them gifts in order to seek 
their attraction – when they don’t deserve it, then they will know that you 
are trying to purchase their affection which turns you to be like every other 
guy.  

By actively trying to buy their approval this means that you actually lose the 
sexual value in their eyes. 

I’m not saying you should be a total jerk and not spend money at all. 

I mean, if it’s her birthday or she actually legitimately deserves you buying 
a present, then you should do it, but please give gifts in proportion to your 
relationship status to the woman.  

Don’t buy jewelry for women you are not having sex with. 

Don’t buy a girl a phone if she’s not in a relationship with you.  

Chances are the more sexual the relationship the more expensive your 
present can be.  

If you’re not sleeping with her, stay away from expensive jewelry and rings 
and the like. 

In order to be THE MAN and attract women, you need to be able to seduce 
a woman without spending cash on them - how to do this?  

You do this with your personality, and on Facebook your profile page 
should be a reflection of who you really are. 
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4. People of low value status dislike what they cannot get  
 

The “sour grapes” syndrome is a symptom of low social status people. 
They will complain or talk shit about things that they cannot do or obtain. 
For example, a guy might actually hate very attractive women, because he 
could never date one.  

Or if you talk to some ugly women, they might hate other attractive women. 
Why? Because she feels inferior to other girls who are prettier than her. 
This shows extreme low confidence and low value, and it is something you 
want to avoid. 
 

5. People of low value are not socially stupid 
 

If you want to get girls in bed from Facebook, you need to understand how 
to calibrate yourself in social situations. Especially if the girl you are 
targeting is hot and has a lot of friends. 

Why? 

Because essentially, in order to bed women from Facebook you have to be 
better at playing the “social hierarchy” game than them! 

It’s important for a guy to understand that social value and social 
intelligence is very important to women. I’ve mentioned this in many parts 
of this book, but I have to mention it again.  

An example of being not socially intelligent is having a lame Facebook 
profile (wait till you see the ones that I have lined up for you), one that is 
not “girl-friendly.” 

Another example of social stupidity is trying too much to touch women in 
general, or touching them too often when you don’t know them well 
enough.  

Social intelligence is probably one of the biggest keys for any men to attract 
women, after extreme confidence.  
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6. People of low value are dependent on the outcome and care too much 
about things that don’t matter 

 

Have you ever noticed the guys who make “getting pussy” their sole 
purpose in life have the least amount of fun, and are the least pleasant to 
be around? 

Why?  

Because, they make getting pussy the entire goal, and if they fail to meet a 
woman they like or they do not pickup they get angry and disappointed. 

They do not understand that getting sex from girls should only be ONE part 
of their life. 

Your primary goal should be having fun and enjoying your own life, while 
meeting new women at the same time.  

You have to enjoy the process and that’s more important! 

Remember, the focus here is you! 

I’m not saying meeting women shouldn’t be a big part of your life, but if 
seduction and pickup is all you have going for your life then you’re in big 
trouble. 

If your only purpose in life is to pickup or score with women, then chances 
are you’re going to care too much about what a woman says or thinks – 
then end up being too attached to her! 

If you do that then you are handing all your power over to women. 

You are losing value and admitting to her that she’s better than you. 

Instead, when you are on Facebook chatting up girls, you shouldn’t actually 
care about the outcome too much. Rather you should be chilled and 
enjoying the process of chatting to her, and having fun with it.  

If your happiness depends on whether or not you get a positive or negative 
response from the girls you chat up on Facebook, then the girl you’re 
talking to will become too important to you. 

Once this happens, you’re going to start losing attractiveness immediately. 
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Women around you will realize that whatever they do will affect you 
emotionally. This means, you’ll reactive to her, then she will be in control, 
thus making you less attractive.  

Let’s imagine you add a sexy girl as a friend on Facebook who is a great 
girl who’s extremely friendly, not to mention sexy as hell. 

You hit it off and then you feel like the two of you have a great connection, 
so you ask for her number and then she gives it to you. 

It’s as if everything is going really well, then you invite her to go to your 
place. 

She politely declines, you then suddenly get disconnected but when you 
finally get back online 5 minutes later she disappears or becomes 
unresponsive. 

You give her number a call and realize that it’s the wrong number. 

You send her a few messages and still she’s unresponsive. 

What happens next to you is based on the way you perceive things. 

If you’re “outcome dependent,” you start thinking in negative terms. “Man, 
that girl just gave me a fake number”…“I can’t believe she pretended to like 
me…” and then, other toxic thoughts start clogging up your mind.  

You start getting angry and upset, and you begin venting on your Facebook 
profile. 

Instead of having a great time on Facebook, you decide to go turn off your 
computer and start replaying the images of your perceived rejection in your 
head over and over again. 

Then the next day, the same girl initiates contact with you on Facebook and 
you start swearing at her, she starts getting defensive and the two of you 
start having an electronic shouting match. 

Sounds like a bad ending, right?  

But, if you were focused on having a great time, things would have been 
different. 

What if she didn’t give you the wrong number, but you typed it in your 
phone incorrectly? 
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What if she declined to go to your place because she was having her 
period? 

What if she actually did like you but since you went offline first, she just 
thought you weren’t coming back and left her Facebook profile online? 

What if the next day when she messaged and instead of you getting mad at 
her you were smooth and fun, you just might have been able to seduce her! 

Do you see what I’m getting at? 

Being outcome focused only makes you more negative. You start focusing 
your thoughts to think of the worst possible outcome, it not only ruins your 
own day, it makes people around you miserable as well! 

7. People of low value chase all the time 
 

Do not do this! You don’t want not to be seen as the guy who actively 
chases ALL the time. Women who actively chase men are called sluts 
because they LOSE value by giving other men sex.  

It’s the same for men. If you’re a guy who actively chases women all the 
time, you will lose value extremely quickly! 

In the world of Facebook, actively “chasing” a girl is when you are writing 
tons of comments all over her profile wall, or commenting on 50 of her past 
photos. 

This is even worse when you are NOT in a romantic relationship with her. 

So if you’re doing this, please stop right now. 

What you need to do instead is chase, bait then wait.   

You should chase a little and see if the woman reacts, if she reciprocates 
and then you chase a little bit more, and if her reaction is positive, then you 
reward her by doing a little more. As you can see this cycles on and on, on 
and off.  

An example of this on Facebook is, maybe you message her a few times 
to, and then stop. You want to see if she reciprocates and initiates contact 
with you. If she does, you can continue with the interaction and perhaps 
invite her out to meet her for ice cream. 
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What you don’t want to end up becoming is the guy who messages her so 
much that she ends up pretending to be busy, but then later you find her 
chatting with everyone else but you.  

You don’t want to be seen as a man adrift in the ocean and hanging onto a 
piece of wood, who will never let go. Why is the man doing this? It’s 
because he is desperate and knows if he lets go he will die. 

The same principle applies here. You want to let her know that you’re a guy 
who’s popular with the ladies. She’s privileged to be spending time with 
you, and you’ll give her more interest if she behaves the way you like – but 
you’re willing to walk away anytime she does something stupid, or if she 
begins to bore you.  

You know you could show her a great time, but you’re perfectly fine to be 
without her. That is what a true alpha and dominant man is like. 

In short, the distinction between a successful seducer and an average 
chump is the way these two people think. The mindset that you have in 
your head dictates your outcome.  

People who are successful at life and also in seduction have a 
predominantly positive mindset, thus they are able to act in the ways that I 
listed in the previous chapter to demonstrates extremely high value.  

Whereas, people who fail at dating have a predominantly negative mindset, 
and they display the characteristics that I just explained in this chapter. 
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Chapter 4 - 5 Types Of Facebook Idiots  

 

Now I’m going to show you some actual Facebook profiles of REAL guys 
on Facebook. (Seriously, they’re real!)  

No wonder there are so many girls who turn their profile on “private” 
nowadays. It’s all because of the kind of idiots that I’m going to show you.  
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Creepy Profile Countdown - Number 5. “Mirror mirror on the wall”  

 
 

Not only does this idiot have NOTHING on his Facebook profile but a pic of 
himself, but the only picture is one of him lifting his shirt. It’s as if he thinks 
he’s a “hot girl” and can get away with a “sexy self pic” in the mirror.  

Please, do NOT be like this guy.  

This is the most common mistake I see guys making nowadays. Facebook 
is FULL of them. I don’t know about you, but I feel that taking photos infront 
of the mirror definitely jeopardizes your manliness.  

I don’t care how awesome your body is and how ripped you are.  

You’re not a sexy girl. You don’t have boobs. 

Girls initially began doing this, now there are tons of guys taking photos 
infront of restroom mirrors lifting their t-shirts.  

Remember, the only reason why girls can get away with this is because 
they are sexy and have boobs. 

Yes, it’s a fact that some women do love abs but this guy needs to 
understand that abs are different from boobs, and lifting your shirt like that 
to take picture makes you look GAY and NOT hot.  

Sincerely people, please find a decent spot to take your pictures at, and if 
need to, please find someone else to take them for you. 
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If you do have a good body and you do want to showcase how awesome it 
is, make sure you do it in a way that doesn’t scream “I’m GAY.” You can 
incorporate “action shots” of yourself. For example you might be playing 
beach volleyball or basketball shirtless. That gives you a good excuse to 
take off your shirt without blatantly looking like a homosexual and it also 
allows you to display yourself doing something manly and cool. 

 

Creepy Profile Countdown - Number 4: “HELLO I’m A PERV”: 

 
 

Ok, I take it that this jackass just discovered “internet porn” and he just has 
got to let the world know every chance he gets right? 

I guess he tried to make it look less sleazy by making the cover photo 
“black and white” to try and be artistic. He also attempted to make it less 
perverted by adding “just friends” text in front of the image, but it’s still 
sleazy as heck. At the end of the day his profile page is still screaming to 
women “I JUST WANT SEX.” 

This guy is 100% NOT going to get laid and hot women are NOT going to 
accept his friend request.  
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I kid you not, these are REAL profile pictures of guys out there on 
Facebook.  

Take a look at this one: 

 

 
 

Ok so this guy has a BLANK cover photo, it wouldn’t be that bad if it wasn’t 
for the fact that the SINGLE photo he has of himself, has a man who is 
lifting up his shirt (remember creepy profile mistake number 5), but also this 
guy has a massive erection through his pants. 

Do I even need to explain how this is simply going to scare women away? 

I’m not telling you to hide your sexual desires. 

No, you should want to have sex with hot women. That’s just natural, but 
please if you want to actually GET sex with attractive girls you have to 
come across as NOT a total pervert who gives off the impression that he is 
addicted to internet porn. 

Everyone has a perverted side but it’s never a good idea to highlight that 
on your profile like this. Hot women will never want to accept a friend 
request from a person as perverted. 

Heck, if my friends were like that, I’d unfriend them too! 
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Creepy Profile Countdown - Number 3: “The Sexuality Disaster” 
 

 
 

 
I know when it comes to attraction it’s important to let women know that you 
have something in common that you both like. 

For example, you might both like dogs or you might both enjoy dancing. 

But let me make something very clear. 

If you let girls think that you also like other guys, then you’re going to have 
a big problem getting laid (unless it’s with another guy). 
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Although it is true that a lot of young women are crazy for Justin Bieber and 
One Direction, it doesn’t mean you have to be crazy for them either.  

I know a lot of female Bieber fans who find male Bieber fans creepy as hell.  

If you attempt something like this on your profile thinking that women may 
welcome you, think again ‘cause this is as gay as gay gets. I mean, 
seriously when your Facebook profile looks like your 8 year old sister chose 
your cover photos, then you sir are not going to get laid.  

I guarantee it! 

Creepy Profile Countdown - Number 2: “Too Cool To Function” 
 

Later, I’ll elaborate about “environmental 
engineering.” In a nutshell, it means creating a 
profile that presents you in the best possible light.  

This includes applying the basic rules of English. 
I understand that nowadays, some young people 
think it looks somewhat “cool” or “edgy” to 
constantly misspell words, use abbreviations, etc. 
(You can blame the rise of texting for this.)  

But unless you’re a teenager, this style of 
“writing” will look immature and stupid to most 
women. Women with an IQ above room 
temperature, at least.    

The screenshot on the right (the words are blurred out to protect this 
particular idiot’s privacy) shows one of the worst “About” sections we’ve 
come across (the section of your profile where you describe yourself and 
your interests).  

Every other word is terribly misspelled. The grammar is mangled and it 
rambles on forever.  

Here’s a short sample:  

Wzup my peeps… Yo my Name’s Dexter u can call me D-NICE…im just chillin and 
gettin that money u feel me?? … I like kickin it wit my homies and getting my drink 
on…holla at me if u want to chill or sumthin… (blah blah blah blah)  
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If you can’t spell and present your thoughts in a coherent manner, then 
your profile is definitely not going to help you get laid—unless your target 
audience consists of teenage hoodrats who would blow you for free tickets 
to a Lil’ Wayne concert.   

As soon as any girl takes a look at a page like this, they’ll assume the guy 
is a moron. They won’t be able to take him seriously. 

If you can’t spell and present your thoughts in a coherent manner, then 
your profile is definitely not going to help you get laid—unless your target 
audience consists of teenage hoodrats who would blow you for free tickets 
to a Lil’ Wayne concert.   

Remember, your Facebook profile should be where you make yourself look 
totally awesome and F&#KABLE! If you can’t do that on a page that you 
have total control over, then how else are you going to expect to get girls to 
want to sleep with you? 
 

Creepy Profile Countdown - Number 1: “I AM A SERIAL KILLER” 
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And the winner of the world’s creepiest profile is…THIS PSYCHO!  

If you’re able to communicate to women, “Hi, I’m a wanna-be serial killer 
and I’d like to skin you and turn you into a lampshade”—without even 
needing to speak to them—then congratulations, you’re a Level 100 in 
terms of creepiness. 

I understand this poor lost soul went through a lot of pain and effort carving 
massive gashes into his own arm, but using it as his profile cover wall is 
just conveying the message “STAY THE F#*K AWAY FROM ME!.” 

Ok, MAYBE some women might feel some sympathy this guy, but I’m pretty 
sure it’s the same sympathy they get when they see an inmate from some 
psychiatric center.  

To some people, cutting yourself may be a way of coping with major 
depression. But keep anything of this nature away from your Facebook 
profile.  

In fact, unless you’re hoping to hook up with brooding “Goth” chicks, refrain 
from posting any negative subject matter on your profile. Keep it upbeat. 
Portray yourself as a fun, positive guy who leads an interesting, exciting 
lifestyle. This will draw far more (quality) women to you than a profile that 
focuses on gloom and doom.    

Remember, Make Yourself “TOTALLY F*#KABLE” 
 

Women are delicate, and have a complicated way of thinking. The first 
thing they look for in a man is whether or not this man has basic social 
intelligence. 

After that, women want to know that they can feel safe with you.  

The five (frighteningly awful) profiles I showed you immediately fail these 
basic tests!  

Sure, women appreciate guys who have a sense of humor. And they like 
honesty, too. Being clever with your profile information and being honest 
does help you out with girls a bit more. 

But even if deep down you are a pervert, you’re gay, you have serial killer 
tendencies, or you can’t construct a proper sentence in English, it’s not a 
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good idea to broadcast these messages to the women you want to seduce 
on Facebook. 

All of these guys are unknowingly using their profiles to blast out one very 
clear message to women: 

“I’M A LOW SOCIAL STATUS MALE.” 

And remember, girls are wired to want to sleep with men who are HIGH 
social status.  

So you definitely do not want to be seen as one of these guys. Instead, 
What you NEED to do in order to get laid is blend elements of high social 
status and humor into your profile you can do this through environment 
engineering by choosing the right photos to post or and writing “girl friendly” 
biography information.  

One last point: it’s important to keep in mind that you don’t want to be seen 
as a showoff. The idea is to let ANYONE who visits your profile (whether 
they are male or female) instantly think you’re a happy, well-liked guy with a 
lot of positive things going on for yourself. Once you’re able to project that 
kind of vibe, your chances of getting laid on Facebook will skyrocket. 

 

Isolation Aftereffects 
 

At this point I want to explain to you a big mistake that a lot of guys end up 
making, without realizing it.  

At least 85% of men have fallen victim to this mistake at least once in their 
Facebook careers. Only about 10% of these guys eventually “get it” and 
correct their mistake.  

I’m talking about the feeling that you’re totally invisible to women, and 
anything you do or say will be ignored or barely acknowledged.  

This is when guys stop caring about how they portray themselves to 
strangers on Facebook, because they think it doesn’t matter.  

This leads to endlessly commenting and writing messages on the profile 
walls and photos of women they’d love to have sex with—saying corny, 
desperate or downright pathetic things because they figure they’ll just be 
ignored, anyway.   
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If you ever post comments on the pictures of hot girls you haven’t 
communicated with, don’t make another comment until you read this next 
part.  

Remember, Facebook is the world’s largest online social ecosystem. Each 
hot girl on Facebook has her own community in which she lives, and wants 
to thrive in.  

The more attractive the girl, the more “delicate” her social habitat is. 

Living in her social space are the following participants: 

a. A few dominant alpha men who she’ll want to sleep with - These 
are the types of guys she would publicly admit to the world that she 
has been with. For example, if she went on a date with one of the 
men in this category she would post up photos of the date and tag 
them both.  

b. A bunch of loser guys - these are her “friends” that she isn’t 
interested in sexually and avoid publicly, but are obliged to be nice to 
(because maybe these guys know her brother, or went to school with 
her, so she wants to at least be polite). 

c. More guys in the “friends zone” - these are the guys who are “kind 
of” cool to hang out with, but not nearly cool enough for her to publicly 
admit to dating. 

d. “Creepy profile stalkers” - these are usually dudes who she 
accidentally added in the past out of stupidity or compulsion. She 
would never communicate with them, unless telling them to “f**k off” 
after they post a perverted comment.  

e. Random regular guys - these guys are “normal” in her eyes. They 
haven’t been upgraded to her “dominant alpha men” category, but 
they also haven’t been downgraded to the other non-desirable 
categories...yet.  

f. Some attractive female friends - these are the girls she probably 
interacts with on a daily basis who are in her same social class. She 
needs to maintain her reputation and social standing with this crowd.  

g. Other ugly girls - these are girls who she probably considers to be 
beneath her social class, but she might be friendly with them. 
Examples would be college classmates, or girls she works with, but 
doesn’t hang out with socially. Still, she wouldn’t want to be 
embarrassed in front of them.  
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Now for the guys who don’t know what class they are in, here’s the general 
rule: unless you know a girl already, you will immediately be classified as a 
“random regular guy” until you do something really cool (and get an 
upgrade) or stupid or creepy (and get downgraded).  

If you start posting too many messages on the profile walls of women, or 
commenting on too many photos of hers without receiving any sort of 
“flirtatious” indication that she might be interested in you, then you’re going 
to be downgraded to the “creepy profile stalker” class.  

However, girls aren’t going to tell you that you’ve been downgraded. A lot of 
guys will continue to dig their own graves after being unknowingly 
downgraded, posting lame stuff on her profile and absolutely KILLING 
whatever microscopic chance they might have had of scoring with her. 

Remember, all of the messages you send and write on her wall are publicly 
visible. This is also the case with your comments. As soon as you do this, 
everyone within her own Facebook ecosystem becomes updated, due to 
Facebook’s automatic notification feature.  

So what normally happens next is the guys in the “Friends Zone” and 
“Creepy Profile Stalker” class try to “out compete” one another for her 
attention. This leaves a trial of idiots who end up writing loser comments 
the length of patentable thesis’ all over her wall.  

This is extremely embarrassing for the “hot girl” because other women in 
her social class who she needs to get respect from will make fun of her 
“loser friends.” She will then lose her position in her social hierarchy. To 
further rub injury to her wound she’ll also lose her sexual desirability from 
the guys who she DOES want to sleep with. 

This is one core reason why “hot girls” end up setting their profile privacy 
setting on “private” to avoid this kind of social embarrassment. 

Now what happens to the guys who were trying to “out comment” each 
other on her profile wall? 

Put simply, they will be looked down upon by not only this hot girl, but ALL 
the women in her social ecosystem. 

As a consequence from publicly trying to show their affection and “making 
a move” they would then suffer from the “Isolation Aftereffects”, because 
now any “messages” or “comments” these guys write on any wall of a 
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female will trigger the “Loser Avoidance” Alert for other girls in the social 
circle who also don’t want to be publicly embarrassed. 

So have you ever wondered why you were getting ignored and treated as if 
you were invisible? It’s because of the “Isolation Aftereffects” voiding your 
validity as a “guy she might want to f**k.” 

That’s why you need to seriously stop sending comments or writing on 
walls of hot women right now.  

Before you spam another hot girl with a “boring and generic” message, you 
need to read the next few chapters so that you’ll discover how to revamp 
your profile to make yourself immediately appears as one of the alpha men 
she wants to be with. 
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Chapter 5: Engineering Your Seduction Profile 

I’m going to begin this chapter with some moral advice regarding your 
character. When you look into the mirror that person you see is different 
from all the other ten billion people in the world.  

He has been given a free mind alongside free will, he has his own unique 
way of thinking, understanding and prescribing the world around him. This 
ability distinguishes person by person. 

The Royal Bengal Tiger is known to be the one of the strongest and fiercest 
animal in the world. Its nature, consistency and strength are far beyond 
most other animals. This creature has chosen to defy the rules of the jungle 
and dominate unlike any other. All other tigers in the world are afraid of the 
water and remain as far from it as possible. 
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But the Bengal Tiger has broken all barriers put in front of him and taught 
himself how to swim. While other tigers attack from hiding spots, he can 
attacks his prey head-on.  

You are to do exactly the same. In order to achieve success, you have to 
build a personality and presence that is strong enough to make you stand 
apart from the rest of the pack. 

Developing and enhancing your personality can continue throughout your 
lifetime. The more you see, feel and experience in this world, the more you 
can grow—and more positive qualities and experiences you can share 
through your Facebook profile, and display to women.   

So in this chapter, we’ll talk about things you can do with your profile to 
showcase the most positive aspects of your personality and lifestyle. This is 
important because you’re going to develop a Facebook profile that reflects 
the “best” version of you.  

Environment Engineering 
 

Firstly, I want to explain to you a very basic concept but one that is often 
neglected by most guys on Facebook. It’s probably one of the biggest 
reasons as to why men fail at getting laid online.  

Most of the guys who fail don’t understand the idea of “environment 
engineering.” 

You have to remember, everything on your Facebook profile is completely 
within your control. You choose the status updates you post, you select the 
photos you upload, you decide what kind of friends you want, you are the 
one that chooses to control what to write on your own wall or your friends 
wall.  

This means you have total control over your seduction environment.  

 

Your Seduction Environment = Your Facebook Profile. 
Women like most guys take probably 5 seconds to judge a profile and 
determine whether or not this guy is someone they’d sleep with. So you 
have to make sure that you present yourself and control all the elements 
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within your Facebook profile to make them totally want to bang you within 5 
seconds of looking at your profile.  

Only allow things on your profile wall that will make you look better. In 
short, anything that increases your social value should be accepted. 
Likewise, anything that decreases your social value should be edited or 
rejected.  

This is a simple enough idea, right? But there are SO MANY GUYS who 
simply forget to understand the fact that Facebook is pretty much a public 
place where their friends hang out. 

There are so many guys out there who just write stupid meaningless 
messages on the walls of other girls. 

There are so many guys who constantly update their status with generic 
spam that shows women that they have nothing going on in their life.  

There are so many guys who subconsciously repel women and do not 
understand the simple concept of environment engineering.  

In this chapter I will explain to you each feature and element on your 
Facebook profile wall and then provide you with environment engineering 
do’s and don’ts. This will probably be the fastest and easiest way to revamp 
your profile to make you desirable to any girl who crosses your profile.  

How Facebook works: 
 
Facebook brings many of the aspects of our society online. On Facebook, 
you have a profile that represents you. Your profile will contain different 
information and media of you and your friends. In essence, Facebook is the 
online version of your social hierarchy. It tells people who are your “friends” 
and the way you interact with other people in this “popularity” based 
ecosystem will determine whether or not you get laid. 
 

Later in this guide we’ll go through the functions and features of Facebook 
in detail, but here’s a brief overview of how it works.  
 
When you use Facebook the idea is that you want to interact and socialize 
with other people. Normally, in order to connect with another profile you 
have to be friends with that profile (but I’ll show you how to meet girls who 
are not your friends first later).  
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This is done by the option each profile has of sending a friend request to 
another. Each profile will have the option to either approve or dismiss the 
friend request. Once it has been approved you become friends with that 
profile and it gets added to you friend list. 
 
Once you have become someone’s friend. Another variety of 
communication methods are granted to both the profiles.  
 

How Facebook works may sound complex when reading about it in a book. 
But you’ll realize that it’s as easy as drinking from a straw when you join 
and start connecting. Just follow this link to www.facebook.com and 
complete the sign up process. You’ll then have your very own profile, and 
be ready to begin. 

Privacy:  
 

Privacy settings are basically how you chose to connect with other profiles. 
You can fix who can see what part of your profile, comment on your posts 
or send you a friend request.  
 

As a guy, this isn’t important for you to turn on, but you need to know this 
thing exists. 

Why? 

 
Because you’ll soon find out that a lot of sexy and attractive girls on 
Facebook have their settings on Private. This means you’re going to have 
to know how to get around that setting in order to seduce them.  
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How to engineer your environment so that you present yourself in a 
sexy female “friendly” manner 

 
This is probably one of the most important sections in this book. If you 
choose to ignore all my suggestions, make sure you do NOT neglect 
making the changes that I advise in the following section. 
 
I will show you how to revamp your profile and engineer your seduction 
environment so that most women will literally look at your profile page and 
get moist whilst clicking through it.  
 

Status updates: 

  
Status updates are a way to let your friends know what’s going on around 
you. Posts can be status updates, photos, videos or posted links you put on 
your Timeline. People can see your posts and friends have the choice to 
like or comment on them.  
 
Awesome status updates will gain popularity and the more people like or 
comment on it the more peoples’ newfeed it’s going to get to.  
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If you are able to post awesome updates more frequently, you’ll be 
increasing your popularity with hot girls day by day without even noticing. 
 

 

 
Environment Engineering Tips For Status Updates 
 
Do’s: 
 

a. Your goal is to come up with status updates that people will like and 
want to comment on. Some of the best subjects for updates relate to 
personal motivation; interesting stuff in the news (nothing too 
depressing or controversial, so avoid politics and religion); lifestyle; 
trips to interesting places; or jokes. 

b. Try to update your status with something that includes your friends. 
That way they’ll be commenting, and your update will go to their 
friends’ newsfeeds. This is a good way for your best updates to be 
widely seen (by lots of women). 

c. “Motivational” updates are great. When you’re able to inspire people 
or brighten their day with your words, they’ll appreciate it. Try to come 
up with something people can relate to.  

d. People love to laugh. Whenever a funny status update makes people 
chuckle, your post is going to get “likes.” Don’t go with jokes that a lot 
of people may have already heard. When you hear something funny 
and not so common, post it on your profile. If you ever bump into a 
hilarious incident, be sure to share it with your friends with a status 
update. 
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Don’ts: 
 

a. It’s a bad idea to steal other peoples’ status updates. Unless of 
course they’re quotes or sayings. Even if they are, it’s going to look 
very cheap on your Timeline when people who’ve seen the same 
thing on someone else’s see it there. So, don’t ever directly copy and 
paste someone else’s update.  

b. A LOT of people on Facebook go on posting lyrics from the latest hit 
songs on their status updates. I used to do it, but later realized it 
wasn’t really a good idea. People have obviously already heard the 
song, so there’s no reason for them to be interested in your update.  

c. The worst kind of mistake people make regarding updating their 
status is trying to show people how miserable or depressed they are.. 
Weird creepy status updates about how you want to kill yourself 
aren’t a good way of asking for attention.  

d. Do not update your status constantly, because it shows the world that 
you have nothing else going in your life but create meaningless 
updates with your time.  

 

Likes and Comments:  
 

Facebook also gives you the ability to publicly announce your opinions and 
preferences to your friends. 
 
Whenever one of your friends publishes a post, you have the option to 
“Like” it. You can also type a comment underneath the post that can be 
seen by the creator of the post, and anyone else who visits their profile.   
 
When I started using Facebook, you could only “like” status updates and 
posts—but today, the “like” option also comes with the ability to add a 
comment.  
 

At this point, I want to make something clear. Because other people can 
see the comments that you make, and the comments that other people 
make in regards to you, you’ll need to learn how to manage a “good 
reputation” and present yourself in a “female friendly” manner if you want to 
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get girls on Facebook. 
 
Anything you do or say will now be announced to the world via Facebook 
notifications, so make sure you don’t make yourself look bad! 
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Environment Engineering Tips For Likes and Comments: 
 
Do’s: 
 

a. Only comment on a hot girl’s profile if she has flirted with you before, 
and you know that you might have a chance with her sexually. 

b. When you make a comment,  be sure to make it either witty or funny. 
Boring meaningless comments that do not incite a response from her 
will probably not get you any bonus marks 

c. If you comment on something, you can also like it, but only AFTER 
you have commented on it 
 

Don’ts: 
 

a. Don’t comment on a hot girl’s profile publicly like most other idiots. 
Make sure when you do comment or like her profile updates it’s 
because you know you are F*#K material in her eyes. 

b. Do not make more than 2 comments on a particular thread unless 
she has actually responded to you directly. 

c. Do not write boring things that do not render a response. Comments 
like “you’re sexy” or “lol” really serve no purpose but show her that 
she’s better than you, that’s why you’re kissing her ass and giving her 
more attention than she deserves. 

Friends and Mutual Friends:  
 
Friends are people who you have added or who have added you (the 
process of sending a friend request is add). Note that in order to be friends 
that friend request has to be accepted.  
 
A mutual friend is a “friend of one of your friends.” It’s a friend you share 
with someone, even if the two of you don’t know each other.  
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Environment Engineering Tips For Friends and Mutual Friends: 
 
Do’s: 
 

a. Only add friends or mutual when you have revamped your profile and 
you know that you have engineered a great seduction environment. 

b. When you add a mutual friend, it’s a good idea to ask her how they 
know the friend that is connecting the both of you. 
 

Don’ts: 
 

a. Don’t try to get too many “mutual friends” to be your friend unless the 
person who knows both of you has something positive and nice to 
say about you. Otherwise, you’re going to be seen as a creepy dude 
who adds girls for no reason. 

 
Tags:  
 
When people update their status or post something, they can tag your 
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name there to give the impression that you were with him.  While 
commenting, you usually tag the person you’re taking to or about. Tags are 
however are nowadays mostly used just to show the post to them.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Tagged photos:  
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Facebook’s photo tagging option is very original. Suppose you’ve uploaded 
a group photo of you with a bunch of your friends.  
 

You can now add a tag of their Facebook profiles to their faces on the 
photo.  
 
This is what the feature is meant for however people on Facebook use it for 
other reasons. For example when someone uploads a photo of anything, 
as long as they want you to see it, like it, comment on it or whatever they 
tag you in it.  
 
This makes whatever photo they tagged as you appear on your wall and it 
becomes your photo.  
 
Their intention is to show you the photo and induce you to say something in 
the comments field underneath that photo.  So once you know this secret, 
you can start tagging images (any image) to make someone see a picture 
that you want them to see, without obviously sending it to them. 
 
Isn’t this sneaky? 
 
When a friend tags you in one of the photos he or she uploaded that photo 
instantly gets a uploaded into your photos section on Facebook.  
 
The photos tab on your Timeline, abbreviated ‘photos of you’ are where 
your tagged photos go to. You need to know the difference between a 
photo you upload and the photos in ‘photos of you’.  
 
They’re not the same. While photos you’ve uploaded go to your albums tab 
inside your photos the photos of you part only holds photos you have been 
tagged in. 
 
Environment Engineering Tips For Tagged Photos: 
 
Do’s: 
 

a. If you have a really cool image you want to show someone, but you 
don’t want to make a direct comment about it, you can tag that 
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person’s name to the photo. 
 

b. Get your friends to tag photos of you that make you look like a high 
social status male. 

 
Don’ts: 
 

a. Don’t get tagged for doing anything stupid or that will make you look 
bad. Remember, your profile is public and people who check this 
section can see what you have been up to. 

b. Don’t use the tagging photo option to send a girl too many unrelated 
images, otherwise this will be perceived as being spammy and this 
makes you annoying. A few times is ok, but don’t make this a habit. 
 

Groups and Pages:  
 

A person sets up groups so that other 
Facebook profiles can sign up and 
join or become part of. People have 
the option to request and join groups. 
The group admins approve their 
request. 
  
The creator of the group himself is 
the admin of the group and has the 
power to promote members to 
admins. Group members can post on 
the group.  
 
Pages are similar. Bands, public 
figures, brands and organizations 
make Facebook Pages to connect 
with their fans or followers.  
 
Page administrators post on behalf on that page. Fans of that Page can 
only post on its Timeline. 
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Environment Engineering Tips For Groups and Pages: 
 
Do’s: 
 

a. Only sign up for groups or become fans of pages for things that will 
increase your perceived social value. 

b. Provide positive comments and contributions when you sign up for 
groups to get more popularity and become noticed by the hot girls in 
your group. 

c. Create your own group or page if possible for a good cause. This way 
you have a good “opening” to talk to random girls and see if the two 
of you have a mutual connection. This gives you a “non sleazy 
excuse” to chat up girls without obviously hitting on them.  
 

Don’ts: 
 

a. Don’t become a participant of a group unless you know it’s going to 
make your profile more desirable. I know it may be funny to join a 
bunch of “stupid and immature” groups as there are so many on 
Facebook, but remember whatever group you sign up for tells women 
something about you. 

b. Don’t join too many groups, otherwise you’ll be seen as a group 
whore.  

c. Don’t be negative, critical or say depressing things when you join a 
group. If you don’t like a group, simply don’t join it. There’s nothing 
worse than having someone join a group they openly hate just for the 
purposes of inciting a reaction from other people. 

d. Don’t come across as joining groups solely for the purpose of 
meeting girls. Even if that were the case, you have to make it less 
obvious that you’re joining a group for that reason, otherwise you will 
look desperate and lose social value. 
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Events:  
 

The purpose of Events on 
Facebook are to advertise a 
real world event, and invite 
people to join or attend.  
 
Events have Hosts who are in 
charge of the event. People 
have the option to post in 
events.  
 
If you join an event and confirm 
you’re going, then other people 
in your friends list will also  be 
notified. 
 

 
 
Environment Engineering Tips For Events: 
 
Do’s: 
 

a. Sign up for events that increase your perceived social value. 
b. Invite girls that you want to seduce to go to events with you once you 

have opened up a dialogue with them.  
c. Look at whether or not a girl attends events, to get to know more 

about her personality, likes and interests. 
 

Don’ts: 
 

a. Don’t send a hot girl an invite or ask her to attend an event if you 
have yet to engage in any form of communication. 

b. Don’t comment negatively about an event that a girl has confirmed to 
attend. This doesn’t make you “cool”—it just makes you a hater.  
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Games and Apps:  
 

Facebook games and apps are another way of connecting to the Facebook 
community. The games are similar to typical online games, only on 
Facebook you’re playing with other people connecting with that game at the 
same time.  
 
In a later chapter, we’ll discuss in detail how to use Facebook games to 
build connections with random hot girls, or build rapport (and seduce girls) 
who are already on your friends list.  
 

 
 

Bang With Friends App 
 
OK, now I want to mention the best application around to get you laid.  
 
It’s free to download, so grab it now: http://www.bangwithfriends.com  
 
It’s called “bang with friends,” and this is an application that is almost too 
good to be true!  
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In fact, the creators of the application made it just for getting average guys 
like us laid! 

In short, this application allows people to tag girls (or guys) on their friends 
list who they want to have sex with. If a girl also installed this application 
and tags you back, then this application tells you that the two of you are 
down to bang each other! 

Another cool thing is, if you get rejected, you won’t be told. If you state your 
interest in hooking up with a girl, but she’s not into it, the application will not 
inform you. (You can just assume that she’s got a lot of dudes trying to 
bang her, and she never saw your message.)   

So you keep total anonymity, unless you get laid! 

What an ingenious concept. They say a picture speaks a thousand words, 
so here’s a screenshot of their instructions (you gotta love this): 
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Environment Engineering Tips For Games and Apps: 
 
Do’s: 
 

a. Play games with girls who you want to seduce, but make sure she’s 
bored when you send her an invite (you can check if she’s bored 
using the tips provided later in this book). 

b. Get girls to install “Bang With Friends” app and have her tag you. If 
you don’t know how to go about it, jokingly tell her about the 
application and get her to install it “just for fun.” Then if she does, and 
tags you, you know she’s at least somewhat interested in having sex 
with you (even if she did sign up as a joke). All you need to do is keep 
up the flirting and follow the instructions in this guide to get you laid. 
 

Don’ts: 
 

a. Don’t constantly send girls games to play unless she is willing to play 
with you. If you have sent her game requests a few times and she’s 
not interested, then find someone else. Some girls just either don’t 
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have the time to play or don’t like the game you chose.  
b. Don’t ask a girl to sign up to “bang with friends” app in a serious 

manner. You have to make sure that you came across this 
application as more of a joke than anything else. If she’s not 
interested in signing up, joking make fun of her a few times, but don’t 
press this issue. Some girls don’t feel comfortable with this concept, 
but that doesn’t mean you won’t be able to bang her.  

c. Don’t take it personally if a girl doesn’t like playing games with you. I 
personally avoid playing games on Facebook because I know it’s a 
time waster. The only reason I do it is to seduce women. Refusing to 
be your “gaming buddy” doesn’t equate to not wanting to sleep with 
you. 

 

Your profile 
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Your profile consists of two main aspects: 

1. Timeline 
2. About 

 

The Timeline portrays your life story, structured in chronological format from 
when you first signed up on Facebook until now. What you’re doing right 
now— as well as your posts, photos, videos, likes, everything—it’s all part 
of the Timeline.  

As long as you upload anything onto Facebook, it becomes a part of your 
Timeline history. 

The About section is where all of your personal information—birthday, job, 
education, family members, autobiography, favorite quotations, etc—is 
organized. 

Environment Engineering Tips For Your Timeline and About Page: 
 
Do’s: 
 

a. Update your wall with interesting, cool things. For example, maybe 
you went to a concert, or your basketball team that you play on won 
yesterday. Every post you make does not need to boost your social 
status (you don’t want to seem like you’re trying to hard to impress 
people), but be sure that whatever you post never detracts from your 
social status. 

b. On your About page, make sure you include upbeat and fun things 
about you. If a girl makes it this far to read more about you, then you 
want to make sure she’ll be very intrigued after she reads your About 
pgae. (Specific copy-and-paste examples are provided later on.) 
 

Don’ts: 
 

a. Do not include boring information in your Timeline. Do not post up 
anything stupid “just for a joke.” Do not upload videos of yourself in 
embarassing positions (like, the time you got so drunk at a party your 
friends had to carry you out the door). Do not let anything you might 
potentially regret appear on your Timeline. Remember, Facebook 
keeps a record of everything you have ever uploaded FOREVER!  

b. Don’t let other people take control of your Timeline. This is your 
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seduction envrionment. You should be the one taking possession 
of other people’s Timeline’s and controlling the situation they are in. 
Not the other way around. 

c. Don’t include anything that’s depressing, negative or stupid that 
conveys lower social status, or a lack of self confidence. 

 

Newsfeed:  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The newsfeed is where you get all your updates from friends. Whenever 
you login to Facebook, the newsfeed is the first page that pops up with 
posts from friends, liked pages and groups. On the newsfeed you can keep 
an eye on what everyone’s up to and it’s important as that helps you make 
assumptions. 
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Environment Engineering Tips for the Newsfeed: 
 
Do’s: 
 

a. Only update stuff on your Facebook page that is worth updating. If 
your update will do something to boost your social value, and doesn’t 
make you look like a fool, then publish it. Your newsfeed shows other 
people’s updates on their page, and vice versa. Whenever YOU 
make a change to your page, OTHER people will be notified of it.  
 

Don’ts: 
 

a. Don’t be one of those idiots who constantly update their Facebook 
profile page just because they are bored. That’s what hot girls do to 
get attention. If you’re a guy and you’re doing, it just tells people 
within your social eco system that you have nothing going on in your 
life. That’s why you have so much time to update things that don’t 
matter. 

 

Your name:  
 

Your name is the first place peoples’ eyes go to when they click on your 
profile. Be sure to use your real name. 

When a girl goes to your profile she’s going to expect to see your real 
name. Something other than that (we’ll get to that a bit later) will just raise 
red flags. (Is there a reason why you don’t want to show your real name?)  

Using your real name may have many benefits you don’t realize when it 
comes to banging girls on Facebook.  

For example, one of your old female classmates from grade school, whom 
you lost contact with many years ago, might be on Facebook right now.  

Some lazy afternoon she’s sipping her cup of coffee, and for some reason 
she remembers the good old days from her childhood.  

The next thing she knows, she may start looking for you on Facebook. 
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She then sends you a friends request and who knows, you might just get 
lucky because your “old childhood female classmate” might be a smoking 
hot bombshell now! 

Environment Engineering Tips for your name: 
 
Do’s: 
 

a. Include the correct spelling of your full name.  
 

Don’ts: 
 

a. Don’t try to be cool or funny by using a nickname, or a strange 
spelling. Your friends won’t think your cooler, you’re just harder to find. 
People who don’t know you won’t care if you think you have a cool 
name. 

 

The alternate name:  
 

The alternate name is a Facebook feature that can be useful in this regard. 
You can include an “alternate name” if you go by a nickname (or were 
known by a nickname in the past). You can also include a “short name.”  

I used to have a buddy from college named Charles, but everyone had 
called him “Tiger” since he was a little kid. I had another friend with the last 
name “Brickowski” but everyone knew him as “Bricks.” I work with a guy 
whose real first name is John, but he prefers to be called “Jack.” And so on.  

If you have (or had) a nickname that women might know you by, set it as 
your alternate name.  

As for “short names,” they’re self-explanatory. Michael = Mike. Robert = 
Rob. Theodore = Ted. And so on.  

Maybe at some point in your life, some girl had a crush on you. There may 
be a higher probability that she will remember your nickname, rather than 
your full name. I remember the nicknames of some of my classmates from 
kindergarten, even though I couldn’t recall their actual names if my life 
depended on it.   
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Environment Engineering Tips for your alternate name: 
 
Do’s: 
 

a. Use your real name on your name feed. For your alternate name, you 
can use your nickname or a variation. 
 

Don’ts: 
 

a) Make sure you don’t do anything that will demonstrate lower value 
here. Lord Of Destruction or Horny4porn69 aren’t names you can 
expect women to find attractive. 

Your profile picture:  
 

Some like to call this your Display Picture (DP). Whatever you may call it 
it’s very important to put your OWN picture there. This picture is used on 
Facebook for everywhere you interact. It’s important that you put a decent 
photo of yourself.  

Here’s a very important fact. The photos that you display on your Facebook 
profile wall will determine whether or not you get laid. 

Period. 

Think about the process that you go through to decide if you want to bang a 
girl. 

What do you do? 

You scan through a girl’s Facebook profile and you immediately look at her 
display picture and cover photo. If she passes your initial “hmmm… ok she 
seems hot” test, then and ONLY then is when you decide to click through 
her photo album to see what she looks like. 

Let’s face it, if a girl doesn’t pass the basic profile and cover photo test we 
give them, we don’t even bother looking at anything else on her Facebook 
page. 

Well guess what? Women do the EXACT same thing to us! 
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So if you’re going to make ANY changes to your Facebook profile, then you 
MUST choose a very good DP and have an awesome cover photo that 
makes you look GOOD. 

I mean, honestly, we live in an internet world where everything is judged 
based on the look of the cover. 

I guarantee you 99% of the time you do NOT even look at anything else but 
the display picture and cover photo of the girl you want to hook up with. 

And in the rare instance you do start reading her biography and finding out 
other details of her life, it was because she was hot according to the few 
photos that are displayed on the Facebook Profile page. 

So make this count! 

A lot of guys will put photos of actors, singers or even hot chicks as their 
profile picture. Don’t make this mistake! The core purpose of your display 
picture is to portray YOU.  

No one wants to see your favorite rapper, or the logo of your favorite sports 
team, when they visit their profile. However, what you CAN do is put in an 
artistic rendering of yourself, either in a sketch or cartoon format. This can 
actually look pretty cool and creative.  

Just remember, the idea here is to convey yourself in the best light 
possible. It should also give off a “friendly” vibe that makes it seem like 
you’re a guy who is open to meeting cool new people.  

Also, you must have the right 6 photos in your Facebook album. 
There are 6 types of photos to include in your Facebook album that will 
INSTANTLY boost your sexual attractiveness to women to another level. 

Remember, you only have a few seconds to impress a woman and make 
her decide that you’re “sex partner” material, so your goal is to show her a 
LOT of social value practically instantly. 

Women only need to show us ONE type of picture in order to get us 
thinking about hooking up. As long as she’s sexy—and especially if she’s 
showing some cleavage, ass, or wearing a short skirt—your male instincts 
will take over!  
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But for us guys, to get the same effect we have to show her that we’re the 
type of man she fantsasizes and dreams about. I’ve done a lot of testing in 
this department, and I’ve discovered that you need the following types of 
photos in your photo album.  

(Once you add these pics to your photo album, you can start testing them 
as out as your Display Picture. You can find out which picture gets you the 
highest success rate with women.)   

The 6 kinds of “necessary photos” are as follows (and by the way, if you 
don’t have these types of pics yet, get your friends to help you take some): 

a) Sporty - action shots are perfect for this. The more “extreme” the 
sport you’re participating in, the more macho you’re going to look. For 
example, if you have an action shot of you surfing a big wave, soaring 
through the air on a snowboard, kicking the shit out of a soccer ball, 
or diving to make a volleyball shot, you’ll look pretty badass. Whereas 
if you have a photo of yourself playing chess, you’ll look like a dork. 
 
If you’re “sporty,” it tells women that you’re fit. Fit to breed with. So 
even if you’re overweight (or on the scrawny side), as long as you 
can demonstrate to women that you’re into hardcore physical activity, 
it works in your favor.  
 
Oh, and one other thing here—if you have a good body, then this is 
the perfect place to show it off. Take an action shot of yourself with 
your shirt off playing soccer, or running on the beach or something. It 
shouldn’t look “staged.” This looks way more natural than some 
meathead lifting up his tank top and taking a picture of his abs in the 
mirror. 
 

b) Dressed Up – Women love a guy in a nice suit. My job doesn’t 
require me to dress up, but I do have some pics of me at a friend’s 
wedding where I was looking very sharp. One of these pics, which 
shows me standing with several of my buddies--all of us in suits-- 
has gotten me more favorable comments from women than any other 
picture in my albums. (Believe me, I hate wearing suits—but like I 
said, women love this look!)     
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c) Cool - Your cool photo is the one that’s going to portray the “bad boy” 
side of you. Even if you’re not a bad boy you want to give girls the 
impression that you can be bad if you need to be. 

 
Stereotypes actually work well here. If you’re on a motorcycle, that’s 
cool. Rocking out on an electric guitar onstage is definitely cool. If 
you’re wearing sunglasses and looking away from the camera with a 
brooding expression on your face, that’s cool. (Black-and-white 
photos enhance the effect.)  
 
One of the tricks to making a photo “cool” is for it to look natural, as if 
it was snapped without you paying attention. Rather than you 
constantly posing for pictures and smiling at the camera, these 
“natural” pics create the sense that other people just like to take 
pictures of you doing your thing...because, well, you’re a cool guy!  
 

d) Friendly – Here’s where you show off a big, cheesy smile. This pic is 
designed to bring a smile to the face of the girl that’s looking at it. 
Make sure you include a few of these in your album.  
 
If you want to get bonus points, include a baby, a puppy or a kitten. 
Hold if up next to your cheek. 
 

 Sure, it’s a bit cheesy. But will it be effective? Absolutely. 
 

e) Popular - this would be a photo where you’re in the center of a group 
of people all smiling at the camera. It looks like you’re “the man” and 
you’re surrounded by good friends. Having an attractive woman or 
two in the picture helps, but not if they look slutty. (Pics taken at a 
strip club won’t impress the girls you’re trying to bang on Facebook.)  
  

f) Artistic - this photo of yourself has an artistic angle to it. For example, 
it could a cartoon or sketch portrait of yourself. (In a little while, we’re 
going to tell you about an amazing website you can use to create this 
type of image for only five bucks!)  
 
I personally like to use these as my Display Pictures, because they 
seem to trigger the “curiousity switch” in the minds of women who are 
interested enough to check out my profile. Once they click on my 
Display Picture, they see the other 5 types of pictures of me in 
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various situations. Add them all up, and I seem like a guy who’s 
totally F#(KABLE!  

Here are some examples of Display Pictures that rock: 

 
Not to sound like a wuss, but any time you add a cute animal, you’re going 
to win bonus points with chicks. Not only does this guy hold the cat close to 
his face, but the photo is in black and white, which gives it more of an 
“artistic” feel.  

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

Here’s a sketch version of a photograph. Because the size of your Display 
Picture is relatively small, when you use a sketch it makes people want to 
click on the image to take a closer look. Once you do this, you suck women 
immediately into your “seduction funnel” where they end up looking at the 5 
other pictures of you that make you look awesome. 
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This is a combination of a “professional” and “cool” photo combined into 
one. Because of the way the guy is standing, you get the impression that 
he’s done some modeling. He’s also immediately “cool” because he’s 
holding what appears to be a leather jacket, and that makes him a bit of a 
bad boy. 

The cover photo:  
 

The “cover photo” is a relatively new thing on Facebook. It arrived with the 
Timeline feature. This is a big, wide photo across the top of your profile that 
“announces” you to everyone who lands on your page.   

Make sure you use a GOOD cover photo that conveys the right messages 
you want to send out to girls. Otherwise, you’ll scare them away without 
even getting a chance to seduce them.  

Later in this chapter, we’ll discuss what kinds of photos you may use as 
your cover photos, and which you are to avoid. 

The principles that I explained earlier regarding the 6 types of photos you 
need in your albums apply even more so for your cover photo. This is 
because your cover photo is your biggest piece of “online real estate.” It’s 
placed in the most prominent viewing position.  

The first thing that ANYONE sees is your cover photo (it’s 5 times bigger 
than your display picture). Therefore, this is one of the biggest factors you 
need to control when you engineer your seduction environment.  
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Here are some examples of cover photos that rock: 
 

 
 

I used this guy as an example earlier. His cover photo really makes him 
look “cool,” “professional” and “artistic” all at the same time. The way he is 
standing, the style of clothing he is wearing, the lighting and background in 
the photo and the overall feel makes you think “damn, badass!”  

This is a very strong cover photo because by looking at it, within 3 seconds 
you pretty much know that this dude is not an “average Joe.” We assume 
he has high social value.  
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Of course, there are other ways to present high social value. Perhaps you 
don’t have any “modeling” photos of yourself, and you’re more of the 
intellectual type. You can create an interesting and “female friendly” profile 
by inserting good cover pictures of anything!  

Look at the example above. He has a close-up picture of rain drops hitting 
the ground, shown in an artistic and kinda beautiful way. Instead of 
flaunting his body or his looks, he shows the women that visit his page that 
he is more of an “artist and intellectual.”  

Women might be compelled to click through his profile and see what he 
looks like.  
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Here we have an example of someone who is obviously not a “sporty” guy. 
He may actually be a bit of a nerd. But he still manages to convey high 
social status with that cool cartoon sketch rendition of himself.  

The cartoon image has a huge friendly smile, which gives off a welcoming 
vibe. And when you take a closer look at his cover photo, you notice small 
details. In fact, in the background there are black and white images of other 
people, but you barely notice them. This instantly lets women who visit this 
profile know that this guy has spent some time thinking about the right kind 
of cover photo to suit his personality. And this is sexy.  

 

Types of photos to AVOID like the plague… 
 
Remember, each and every photo you upload to either your photo album, 
Display Picture of cover photo tells the viewer something about you.  

Make sure you only convey “girl friendly” images so that you make it easy 
for you to get laid. Don’t be like most average chumps, who have no idea 
about the basics of social value and put up any old photo of themselves.  

Here’s a list of photos to avoid: 
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• Don’t put up negative photos - this includes photos of you crying, 
looked bummed out or angry, or images of sad love quotes or poems. 

• Don’t put up aggressive photos - do NOT use images that include 
guns or knives, or imply any type of violence. If you’re one of those 
goons who thinks posing with a rifle or handgun makes you tough, it 
doesn’t. It only makes women fear they might wind up hogtied in your 
basement.  

• Don’t put up overtly perverted photos - the only kind of photo that 
you should put up with you without a shirt is when you’re taking action 
shots of you doing something cool. Pretty much else looks gay or 
perverted (unless you’re a girl). 

• Don’t put up anything political or controversial - Hot girls do NOT 
CARE who you think should be the next presidential candidate, or 
how much you despise the current president. They don’t care about 
your stance on abortion. Sure, there’s a slim chance that you’ll find 
“common ground” with some women who share your viewpoints, but 
most of the time you’ll just turn them off.  
  

Your short basic info: 

  
 

 

 

 

Right under your display picture is where you can find your short basic info. 
This can include which school you went to, and where you work, alongside 
your current city and your hometown.  

This is the only about you that will be displayed on your Timeline. To see 
your full information, one has to click on your About link.  
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Environment Engineering Tips for your short basic bio: 
 
Do’s: 
 

a. Put in the correct information here if your occupation makes you look 
good. Otherwise if where the place you work doesn’t make you look 
cooler you can get away with adding funny work places. For example, 
maybe you studied at the Ninja Assassin Dojo and currently work as 
a certified professional badass.  

b. Use humour where possible, but don’t forget to put in real information 
so that you are easily locatable.  
 

Don’ts: 
 

a) Don’t outright lie to make yourself look good. It’s one thing to use 
humour and tell an obvious lie, for example everyone knows that your 
real job is not a certified professional badass. However, if you put 
your occupation as “doctor” or “lawyer” and you’re not, then you’re 
going to start off on the wrong foot. 

Mutual friends:  
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When a stranger visits your profile. The first thing she’ll be eager to see is 
which friends you have mutual with them. Next to your short basic info 
there will be a friends tab that will show if the person has any mutual 
friends in common with you, and if yes what number of mutual friends there 
are.  

He or she will be able to see who those friends are depending on their (the 
mutual friends’) and your privacy settings. You should try to widen your 
connections and friend circles, that way you can be mutual to much more 
people.  

Environment Engineering Tips for contacting mutual friends: 
 
Do’s: 
 

a. Only contact hot girls if your mutual friend is certain to say something 
positive about you. 

b. When you do contact other people through your mutual friends, 
actually make sure that they really know who your mutual friend is. If 
she doesn’t know who your mutual friend is, then you know she’s 
open to adding strangers and there’s no reason why she won’t add 
you either. 

c. Be positive and upbeat about your mutual friend if questioned. The 
cooler you make your friend sound, the better it makes you look. It 
signifies that you only hang out with cool people. 

d. Do try to find out information about girls you want to add from your 
mutual friends before you contact the girl. Perhaps your friend will be 
able to tell you information that can help you seduce her much easily.  
 

Don’ts: 
 

a) Do not contact too many girls from the same mutual friend within a 
short period of time. If you do this, it’s going to be obvious you’re just 
being a sleazebag.  

b) Don’t put down your mutual friend or say things to make him or her 
look bad. It will be a poor reflection on your character. Also, it lowers 
your value as the other person will be wondering “if you’re friend is so 
lame, then why are you even friends at all?” 
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Your full info:  
 

 
Once a person clicks on your About link, they’ll be taken to the page 
containing your complete info. 

 
Work and Education:  
 

This is where your education and work history will be listed out. Be sure to 
use correct information. The reason it’s important to do so is because 
Facebook will categorize and group you according to the information you 
submit here. 

If you say you studied at Harvard University, Facebook will categorize you 
as a student there, and will provide a link that connects to other students 
who are your peers. 
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Short biography:  
 

This is the place where Facebook lets you tell the world about yourself. It’s 
important that you spend some time on this page, because if a girl winds up 
on this page, there’s a good chance that she’s VERY interested in you (as 
in, she’s a few clicks away from mentally agreeing to you banging her!)  

Make this mini-biography inspiring and AWESOME. This is an extremely 
important aspect of your “seduction environment.”  

Don’t be lazy and write something short or sarcastic. Be creative and 
inspirational. Stand out from the 400,000,000 dudes on Facebook. 
Demonstrate the values that a male of high social status would show.  

Why?  

Because you’re going to make the women who visit this page THINK about 
you in a special way.  

You have complete control over their thought processes, as long as you 
say the right things here. 

If you have no idea what you want to say, here are some nice examples for 
you to use (just tweak it to suit you): 

Example Bio 1: 
  

I measure life in moments rather than seconds. The difference between 
seconds and moments is that seconds can be those you spend in front of 
the monitor doing nothing but moments are those special seconds that 
make their own place deep inside your heart.  

 

By profession I’m a structural engineer. My hobbies are archery and 
photography. I have great affection in music. I love to compose and create 
the collaboration of sound that gives people goosebumps. 

 

I’m an animal lover. I love those cute cuddly creatures and specially dogs. 
Today I own nine dogs and I still can’t have enough of them!  

Example Bio 2: 
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I believe that there is no meaning of life if you don’t have something to live 
for. My goal in life is to change the world in a way so that no child starves or 
no dog dies in the cold street.  I realize that configuring building structures 
won’t take me there. If you think spending billions of dollars for nothing 
where there are people living without food and shelter nextdoor is wrong, 
take your first step to making things right and join me. 

Everything tells me that I am about to take the wrong decision, but making 
mistakes is just my special part of life. What does the world want of me?  

Does it want me to take no risks or to go back to where I came from 
because I didn’t have the courage to say ‘yes’ to life?  
I think I do take enough courage to say that ‘yes’ to life.. 

 
I don’t care about what I see in the outside. My vision is from within! Here is 
where the birds sing, here is where the sky is blue!  

 
I am this very complicated first order equation with one real easy answer.  

 

You just gotta have the guts to take the attempt to solve it. 

 
I’m affectionate, secretive, naturally honest, generous and sympathetic, I 
love peace and serenity, I’m always sensitive to others and love to serve 
them. I’m appreciative and love to return kindness, love to dream and 
fantasize, love to travel, love attention and sometimes….I’m just weird! 

I have taught myself how to make people smile and make them believe in 
everything... So DREAM BIG, people! 

Family: 
 

You can add family members of yours who use Facebook to this section. 
They might have some attractive Facebook women among their friends 
who are options for you. Some of these women may send you friend 
requests due to the fact that they’re friends with your sister, cousin, etc.    

Just one thing to note here. If you have family members who wouldn’t like 
the idea of you using Facebook to find and filter F@#K buddies, it’s 
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probably best to NOT add them here—because they may see what you’re 
up to.  

(And few things kill seduction faster than your grandmother commenting on 
your wall, lol…) 

Favorite quotations:  
 

In this section, you can display some of your favorite quotes from movies, 
books, songs, or famous figures.   

A well-chosen quote can show that you have a soulful, spiritual side, or that 
there is a deeper aspect to your personality. Quotes from famous authors, 
poets or historical figures convey that you’re a smart guy who, y’know, 
reads books. Inspirational quotes convey that you’re an ambitious guy with 
a sense of purpose (more qualities that women find sexy).  

(Whether you’ve ever actually read the book or not, merely displaying the 
quote gives the impression that you’ve studied that person’s work!)  

a.  “The only difference between dreams and accomplishment is effort.” 
b. "Trust that little voice in your head that says, “Wouldn’t it be 

interesting if.." .... And then do it..." 
c. "All children are artists. The problem is how to remain an artist once 

you grow up." - Pablo Picasso 
d. “Everybody needs beauty as well as bread, places to play in and pray 

in, where nature may heal and give strength to body and soul.” ~John 
Muir 

e. “Our hearts are drunk with a beauty our eyes could never see.” -
George W. Russell 

f. “By plucking her petals, you do not gather the beauty of the flower.” - 
Rabindrath Tagore 

g. “Some people, no matter how old they get, never lose their 
beauty……they merely move it from their faces into their hearts.” -
Martin Buxbaum 

h. "Never allow someone to be your priority while you're just their 
option." 

i. "Once we accept our limits, we go beyond them." 
j. "Dream as if you'll live forever, live as if you'll die today." 
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Environment Engineering Tips for your Full Info section: 
 
Do’s: 
 

a. Spend time making sure your details are going to work to your 
advantage with women. If a girl is interested enough to actually click 
through this area of your Facebook profile to find out more about you, 
it means she’s happy with your photos and likes what she sees. 
You’re already halfway there! Don’t mess it up by being lazy and 
having a half-ass Full Info section. (I’ve actually given you copy and 
paste examples for you to use, so it’s going to be hard to mess this 
up!) 
 

Don’ts: 
 

a) Never come across as a guy with low social value and status. All the 
information you include in this section should complement your well-
chosen photos, and further reinforce in the minds of women that 
you’re a guy worth dating (or at least just banging!)  

b) Don’t outright lie. As I mentioned earlier, if you don’t have an 
impressive past you don’t have to lie to make yourself look better. 
Instead, use some humor to work your way into the pants of women 
who actually take the time to look through your full information. 
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The ultimate environment engineering seduction resource 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Now I’m going to reveal a website where you can get your seduction 
environment engineered for $5.  

If you haven’t already done so, create an account here for free: 

http://www.fiverr.com  

If you’re not a Facebook guru or are just simply too lazy to make your 
profile look good, then here’s the ultimate solution. 

For $5 you can hire a professional who will go through your profile and jazz 
it up to make it look awesome and sexy.  

Just tell them what you’re looking for and give them guidance regarding the 
profiles that you think are good, and you’re going to get a custom and 
personalized Facebook profile designed for you for a total of $5! 
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Use Fiverr to give you “social proof” 
 

 
 

Now, if you REALLY need some “girls” to be your friends because you have 
absolutely no hot girls who are your friends already posting on your wall, 
then Fiverr.com can also solve that. 

The idea is that you have a bunch of hot girls who post on your wall so 
OTHER hot girls that come to check out your page will let down their guard 
and think that you’re a cool dude and you’re NOT a weirdo, because, heck 
you have a profile wall full of comments from sexy women. 

For $5 you can pick and choose a hot girl to be your Facebook girlfriend for 
a week. So they will write using their own publicly available profile 
messages of love and affection to you. 
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Yes, I’m totally serious. These girls will act like your Facebook girlfriend so 
that you’ll be given the BF treatment for $5 a week. 

There are even past reviews by other happy buyers so that you can really 
tell if she will give you a good “Facebook girlfriend” experience. 

If you’re smart enough you’ll be able to piggy back off your “new found 
popularity” and show other real girls that you want to have sex with that you 
actually have hot females who crave for you sexually.  

This not only increases your social value…it also makes you look like the 
man! 
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Chapter 6: Finding Facebook F*#K Buddies! 
 

In this chapter we teach you how to find your own Facebook F*#K buddy!  

We’re going to use the various features of Facebook very extensively so 
that you’re going to be accustomed with all the tools of seduction at your 
disposal. In no time you’re going to be able to meet girls on Facebook all 
without having to leave the comfort of your own living room! 

Now you might be thinking “but wait, don’t I have to be Facebook friends 
with a hot girl on Facebook first in order to seduce them?.” 

Yes, you do, and keep reading, because I’m going to show you exactly how 
to do that.  
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Facebook’s terms of service technically does NOT allow you to add friends 
who you don’t know in real life, so the only way to get around this (and 
NOT breach their terms of service) is to someone get to know a girl before 
you add them. 

So yes, you kind of need to make sure the hot girl you add is your friend 
before you add them. 

But this brings up another issue… 

 

Hold up… But what if she’s not my friend? How do I get hot girls to add 
me if she doesn’t know me? 

 
In reality, adding hot girls on Facebook isn’t really all that hard without 
breaching Facebook’s terms of service. All you need know is how to use all 
the features of Facebook correctly and soon your own friends list will 
consist of nothing but hot girls. 

There are many ways you can find girls from around by understanding how 
to use Facebook’s seduction features properly. In fact, I’ll show you 8 
methods right now: 

Facebook Seduction Features 
1. Group conversations 
2. Find a friend feature 
3. Facebook groups 
4. Have someone suggest you 
5. Add from someone’s friends list 
6. Do some stalking 
7. Playing games and using apps 
8. Other sites (this is beyond Facebook, but is super useful so I had to 

tell you about it) 
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Facebook Seduction Feature 1 - Group conversations:  
 

 

A lot of people don’t realize this is, but 
you’re able to chat with hot girls who are 
friends of your friends. 

It doesn’t matter if those girls don’t know 
you. All that needs to happen is have 
one of your friends adding them. 

 

Using the Group Conversation feature, once you engage in a chat with 
others in your group you can add a girl your friends know but you haven’t 
met yet.  

To pull this off, you need a little help from your friend,  so if you’re like most 
guys who have friends who know a bunch of hot girls, then you’re in luck! 
On the messages option you can create group conversations with any 
number of friends. Let’s go through the process on how to find you a F*#K 
buddy!  

a. You start by adding a small number of trustworthy friends in a 
conversation (make sure they have hot friends).  

b. Make sure you don’t add too many or else things will get messy and 
you won’t get any room for talking, I recommend a maximum of 3 
friends.  

c. Have your friends to add the girl or girls you want to meet to the 
conversation. 

d. Begin chatting! Once you get to know her a little you ask for her 
permission to send a friend request or simply send one and tell her to 
accept. If you were cool with the convo this is definitely going to work 
out. 

Seduction Note: Make sure you know the majority of people in the 
conversation. The more people you have on your side the more support 
you’re going get. And be sure not to add too many. I would recommend  
between 3 to 7 as being a relatively safe number. Anymore than that then 
there are chances you won’t get any attention from her. 
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Facebook Seduction Feature 2 - The find friends feature:  
 

 

 

Facebook has made it possible for you to look for classmates and 
coworkers using the find friends option. This is very handy especially if 
you’re looking to find F(#K buddies.  

a. Click on your friend requests icon on the top left corner of your 
window. There you’ll see the option ‘find friends’ link. Scroll down the 
page and you’ll see ‘other tools’. Go there and a variety of choices 
will appear in front of you. You can find coworkers, classmates, 
friends and more! Discover, search and add! 

Seduction Note: I recommend that you use this feature to find your past 
girlfriends you have dated before in high school or even primary school.  

Why?  

Even if she’s not hot anymore, she’d be very happy to reconnect with you.  
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Once you do get in touch with her again, chances are she’s going to have a 
bunch of hot and sexy friends that you can further get to know using the 
Group Conversation feature I told you about. 

Facebook Seduction Feature 3 - Meet people from Groups:  
 

 
 

You friends in Facebook are going to be in groups where they activity 
announce that they are part of. Aside from that you can open a group of 
yourself.  

I recommend that you start looking around for groups where you’re 
interested in joining, either because it’s about a topic that you like (for 
example the Anime fans group in the screenshot) or join groups because of 
the people from your school or company. You can use these groups to find 
chicks you either see everyday or have known sometime in your life.  

This method is great to find hot girls because it instantly gives you 
something in common to talk about. Also it won’t be so “weird” for you to 
message her because you have an excuse as to how you found her profile! 

Seduction Note: If you do add hot girls from groups, make sure you take a 
look at how active or “into” the group she is. Some girls just join groups and 
totally forget about it. So make sure you know she’s an active participant if 
you want to approach her this way.   
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Facebook Seduction Feature 4 - Have someone to suggest you: 
 

On Facebook you can get your friends to suggest you 
profiles to add. This is probably the fastest and most 
simple way to get hot girls added to your friends list. 
Friends you’ve been suggested will be sent with your 
friend requests; you can simply add them from there.  

 

The best thing is, if one of your friends “suggests” their 
friends to you, the hot girl that you end up adding is “obliged” to be nice to 
you because she’s friends with your friend. That means the seduction 
process will be a whole lot easier from the get go! 

 

Seduction Note: If you have a friend suggest a hot girl for you to add, it’s 
important to make sure you explain in the friends request WHY you had 
your friend suggest you. I often find a very “innocent” reason wrapped with 
humor works best. For example “Hi, Joe suggested me to add you, he said 
since we are both dancers we should get along well. I told Joe that’s a 
stupid reason for me to add you, but he insisted that all his cute friends 
should know each other. So here I am!” 
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Facebook Seduction Feature 5 - Add from someone else’s friend list:  
 

 
 

On Facebook it’s obvious that there are more guys interested in using 
Facebook for dating purposes than there are girls. So what does this 
mean? 

You can simply piggy back off the “hard work” and research that OTHER 
guys have put in by adding friends from the friendlists of your male friends 
who you know is also trying to use Facebook to find F#@K buddies  

So why don’t you just start adding the girls from their friendlists? This 
method never fails.  

Why? 

Well think about it, since a lot those girls that your friend would have added 
would also be strangers to him, and she still added him despite not 
knowing, there’s no reason for her not to add you. 

 
Facebook Seduction Note: 

a. Look for decent person’s profile who has a lot of friends. It doesn’t 
always have to a guy, there are going to be girls with lots of other hot 
female friends added too.  
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b. If you do choose to use a profile of another guy your success rate is 
higher because you would know that the girl you added also added 
your male friend and since he didn’t get rejected, you shouldn’t either! 

 

Facebook Seduction Feature 6 - Do some stalking:  
 

 

 

This is a cheap but very prominent way of adding girls.  

Here I’m going to suggest to you to do some Facebook stalking of GUYS. 

Yes, I did say GUYS. 
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Remember how I showed you how to “piggy back” off the research that 
someone else has done? 

Well, this is the advanced method of doing just that.  

You find a few guys that you KNOW are really good at searching and 
adding random girls, then all you do is keep tabs on what he does and who 
he adds. 

All you have to do is check his profile twice a week or so. There are going 
to be posts of who he’s been adding like “SomeRandomGuy is now friends 
with SomeHotGirl and 12 others.”  

If he’s good at what he does, boy o boy you’re going to meet some girls this 
way, because you know for sure all the girls he adds also is open to adding 
strangers.  
Seduction Note: To really find out what’s going on and whether or not the 
hot girl you know really knows a guy, when you send a friend request to 
girls using this method, always ask her how she knows your guy friend. If 
she tells you she doesn’t, then you know for a fact that your in luck! 

Facebook Seduction Feature 7 - Playing games and using apps:  
 

Facebook is pretty strict about making sure their user base does not “meen 
random strangers” and does not offer many ‘MeetStrangers’ facilities with 
their apps or games.  

So it’s a good thing you are reading this guide, because I’m going to just 
straight up tell you the most popular games that you can play to interact 
with total strangers who can be hot girls. 

a. Texas HoldEm Poker: One of the most famous online poker places 
in the world. Whether you know it or not there are a lot of attractive 
women who play poker. Within the game you have an “in game” chat 
environment that you can use to talk to players from your table. So if 
you like to play poker and want to meet some girls at the same time 
Texas HoldEm Poker’s the first place you should try: 
http://apps.facebook.com/texas_holdem/?fb_source=appcenter_sear
ch&fb_appcenter=1  

b. Farmville, Cityville: Farmville is awesome! Not because the game is 
that great, but because of the fact I know so many women addicted to 
playing it (hot ones too). But in case you don’t have an Xbox and like 
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the idea of farming online sitting at your desk, Farmville could just be 
the thing for you! In games like Farmville, Cityville you can choose 
neighbours from Facebook community who play Farmville. I have 
seen a few nice girls who play Farmville it could just be worth your 
time. 

Farmville: http://apps.facebook.com/onthefarm/ 
Cityville: http://apps.facebook.com/cityville/  

c. Twoo: With about a million monthly users Twoo could be your app of 
interest. It’s packed, easy to use and serves the purpose of meeting 
new chat mates. http://apps.facebook.com/twoodotcom/  

Other ways you can meet complete strangers who are hot girls: 
 

Meeting strangers can be great fun. The sad news here is that Facebook 
doesn’t like you trying to meet strangers there. It wants to keep you 
congested (I know right! how crude!). But don’t get disheartened yet, here I 
will teach you some pretty cool ways that you can use to meet new people 
on Facebook. 

Omegle.com:  
 

 
 

Omegle has got to be one of the best way to meet strangers I have 
experienced in this short life of mine. It’s also damn fun!  
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You go to omegle.com and they hook you up with a random stranger to 
chat with within a few seconds totally for free.  

Yup, the entire site’s existence is to hook you up with strangers so that you 
can engage in interesting conversation. 

Now some of you may be wondering is it possible to really meet a lot of hot 
women here, when it’s obvious there are going to be tons of other guys 
along with homosexuals out there?  

Well, just to let you know, when a friend of mine first told me about this 
that’s exactly what I’d thought as well. But it’s actually nothing like that!  

Yeah, there are a lot of guys trying to hit on girls, but based on my 
experiences they aren’t much competition. I’ve met LOTS of decent girls at 
omegle and I bet there are thousands of others waiting to meet you. Go to 
www.omegle.com and give it a shot. 
 

A few other similar websites you may try out: 
a. www.tohla.com  
b. www.imeetzu.com  
c. www.blurrypeople.com 
d. www.talktoastranger.com  
e. www.tastebuds.fm  
f. www.mocospace.com  
g. www.kwick.de 
h. www.meetstrangers.com    
i. https://www.jaumo.com/  

 

Other Facebook applications that can be used to meet strangers: 
 

Just to give you the complete picture, I’ll also list out the other applications 
that allow you to meet strangers and hot girls on Facebook without being 
their friend.  

This is not an exhaustive list by any definition, but here are the most 
popular ways: 
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a. Are You Interested? 
http://apps.facebook.com/areyouinterested/index.php?&track=0&actio
n=search 

b. Tavla http://apps.facebook.com/tavlaci/ 
c. Our.com http://apps.facebook.com/our_com/ 
d. Online People http://apps.facebook.com/onlineusers/ 
e. Tinychat http://apps.facebook.com/tinychat/ 
f. Cupid http://apps.facebook.com/cupidcom/ 
g. Match.com http://apps.facebook.com/matchdotcom 
h. GirlsDateForFree http://apps.facebook.com/girlsdateforfree/ 
i. Backgammon Plus http://apps.facebook.com/backgammonplus/ 
j. Vicchatter http://apps.facebook.com/vichatter/ 
k. DoULike http://apps.facebook.com/do-u-like 
l. Kizzle Die Flirt App http://apps.facebook.com/kizzlenet/  
m. Tint http://apps.facebook.com/tint-app 
n. Shaker http://apps.facebook.com/tint-app  
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Chapter 7: Filtering Facebook F*#K Buddies! 
 

In the good old days on Facebook, it didn’t matter who you sent a friend 
request to. But those days are over, and now it does matter who you send 
requests to.  

Today, Facebook has increased their privacy features and become more of 
a bitch to reach out to random chicks.  

However, once you understand the reason behind it, then you’ll know why. 
Facebook was never made for you to meet strangers, it’s a violation to 
Facebook rules to do so.  

In fact, Facebook checks if you’re adding strangers or not. If you have too 
many pending or ignored friend requests they’ll block your account from 
sending friend requests for a fixed amount of time.  
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To prevent that from happening it’s smart to make some decisions when 
sending a friend request to a girl. Let’s look at this topic in more detail. 

 

 Who to add to increase the chances of F#(KING? 
 

Chances are, if you’re like the average Joe, then I bet whenever you come 
across a hot girls profile for some reason your mouse pointer magically and 
automatically appears above the send request button.  

It’s like as if you have an uncanny ability to just want to meet hot girls! 

But before you do, make sure you don’t hurt your own profile, because if 
enough girls do NOT accept you then the chances of Facebook blocking 
your ability to add new friends increases.  

That’s why I have developed a very good system to filter out the girls who 
will be happy to add strangers (so that you can F*#K later).  

Before you add a girl, make sure you apply these filters that I’m going to 
reveal to you before adding her. The secret to having a healthy profile lies 
in the beholders appetite. 

Filter 1 - Do you “kinda” know this girl? 
 
Make sure you add girls you somehow have a connection to, before 
targeting total strangers! 
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Because you want to increase the chances of yourself getting laid and you 
do NOT want to breach Facebook’s terms of service and get blocked, my 
first rule is to try and add girls that you kind of somehow know.  

For example, it could be a girl who went to the same school or maybe used 
to work where you work.  

Try to widen your connections as much as possible. The more people you 
know the more you increase the chances of getting to know hot girls. 

There could be some really awesome girls your friends or cousins know, 
and you can start by having your mutual friends or cousins introduce you 
first before adding them.  

So technically, you’re not actually strangers anymore right? 

You can send her a message before adding her to let her know how you 
relate to her. Having some sort of a “non sleazy” connection will increase 
the chance of acceptance up to 400%.  

 

Filter 2 - Her profile signals 
 

When you visit a girls’ profile there are going to be a lot of things that’ll tell 
you a lot about the person and help you understand what chances there 
are of her accepting your friend request.  

Before you continue here make sure you’ve read the previous chapters and 
revamped your profile so that you have “engineered” a very seductive and 
friendly profile page for girls to WANT to accept. 

An ideal profile is compulsory for getting a positive response from any girl.  

 

3 Point F(#K Formula 
 

Now for the first time ever, I’m going to reveal to you the 3 Point F*#K 
Formula that instances tells me whether or not a girl is open to meeting me 
and banging me. 
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In simple terms, I actively look and filter out girls who are just time wasters 
and zone in on the girls who I know have a very high likelihood of getting 
into bed with me. So please pay attention.  

 

3 Point F*#K Formula: Point 1 - How old the profile is: 
 

The age of the Facebook profile plays a very important role in deciding 
whether or not you should send a Friends Request to a girl and ultimately 
try to hook up with her.  

A girl who’s new on Facebook will be likelier to accept your friend request 
than a girl who’s been using Facebook for ages (the longer a hot girl has 
been using Facebook, the more creepy and crazy stalkers she’s come 
across, and she’ll be more likely to avoid strangers).  

The easiest way of estimating the profile age is by seeing how far her 
Timeline goes back. Or, use this “advanced” method… 

Since the birth of Facebook, each profile registered is given a label.  

Facebook numbers all the profiles created one after another. The count 
began with the first Facebook profile of Mark Zuckerberg and is being 
maintained even today. All you have to know to be able to use this for 
yourself is whether the profile was opened just recently or long ago.  

First, find a relatively new profile. Maybe someone you know who recently 
joined Facebook. Click on his profile picture or cover picture and take a 
look at the URL. If you’re not familiar with URLs, a URL is the address of a 
website. Kind of like the address of your own house. A box in your browser 
on top of the webpage usually shows the URL of page you are in.  

Got the URL of that recently made profile? It’s supposed to look something 
like this: 
http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=495117450535715&set=a.12830
5837216880.13645.100001123927979&type=1&theater 

Now remember. You’re looking for a15 digit number that begins with a 
10000 or 1000 (I highlighted the number in yellow). You’ve probably figured 
it out already, it’s been counting from 1 after the first 1 and the 14 0s. Now, 
think a little further, it’s a new profile so you get an idea how far the count 
has gone so far.  
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You do the same with the girls’ profile you visited to get the profile id and 
VOILA! There it is, that’s how new that profile is. 

Note that the number could be something that doesn’t begin with a 1000. 
Very old Hotmail or gmail profiles tend to have exceptional numbers. If the 
holders id number is exceptional or you can’t find it. Abort operation. The 
profile has to be very old. 

Also, check her “about” and “information” page. If the profile isn’t very 
complete and messy try to notice if it’s because she’s new. Note that empty 
places you see on her profile may not really be empty. It could be because 
of her privacy that you can’t see anything. 

P.S. – due to privacy concerns often you’re going to have to face the 
situation where you won’t be able to click on the display photo or cover 
photo. In that case go to the ‘photos’ tab after the ‘friends’ tab and select a 
photo from there. 

 

3 Point F*#K Formula: Point 2 - How much of a Facebook-addict the 
user is: 
 

Generally speaking there is a strong correlation between how much a girl 
uses Facebook and how many idiots she will meet.  

So what you’re looking for is an active profile where you know the girl 
checks her Facebook regularly, but one that is not active 24/7 ALL the time.  

You just need to know that the profile is not “dormant” and if you do send 
her friend requests, she WILL accept it. More or less, it’s important for her 
to use Facebook semi routinely.  

Now how does this kind of information help you filter out F#@K buddies? 

Well, if she spends a lot of time there chances are she plays Facebook 
games and spends time on the applications.  

Furthermore she is more likely to check her friend requests frequently. 
Assuming you have followed our advice and revamped your profile, there is 
a good chance she’ll add you.  
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Now in my opinion, the single most useful test to determine how addicted to 
Facebook a girl is by looking at her posts and activity.  
If you want to do this automatically, this is how to set it up. 

a. Use the follow option on her profile.  
b. Then checking the get notifications option.  

 

That way, whenever she posts you get a notification about it. The more 
often she posts the more addicted she is. 

There’s also another method to confirm your initial findings, but it’s not 
100% accurate.  

If you have access to her photo albums you can check how often she 
changes her profile pictures or updates her info.  

This isn’t going to be accurate all the time because I’ve seen a lot of girls 
being on Facebook but they hardly change her profile cover or update any 
information.  

However, there is a side benefit to knowing this. When you see a girl 
updating her information constantly often it means most of the time she’s 
on Facebook because she’s bored.  
So the chances of rejecting you are MUCH lower. They are sick of all the 
bullshit random guys have been applying on them. If you’re able to stand 
out from all the creeps out there you really have a chance of being good 
friends with her.  

P.S. – She has to approve of the follow option. It may not be there 
depending on her privacy settings. (Damn you privacy settings!) 
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3 Point F*#K Formula: Point 3 - Does she add strangers? : 
 

The most important indication on whether a girl might add you or not 
depends on the fact if she’s adding strangers or not. If she is and your 
profile is sexy because you took our advice and revamped it according to 
the guidelines in the previous chapters, then it’s pretty much certain you’re 
going to get accepted.  

So how can you tell if she accepts guys she doesn’t know? 

Now there can be many ways to get an idea. 

a. Check the age of her profile and look at the number of friends she 
has. Compare the two numbers to get to a conclusion. If is adding a 
lot of friends within a very short time period then she must be adding 
strangers by accepting all the friend requests. A lot of women actually 
do this. It’s handy but ‘cause she’s adding a lot of people it increases 
your competition.  

b. Check her friends. You can guess who are the people she REALLY 
knows versus the “randoms.” If you see men from distant places 
compared to where she lives or foreigners in weird locations, then it’s 
another indicator she adds strangers.  

c. Look at the number of likes and comments on her photos. Also see if 
she’s replying to the comments made there. If she isn’t, she’s 
definitely adding strangers.   

d. Look at the tagged photos (from the photos tab). Check whether they 
meet the true purpose of tagging photos, as in the people tagged are 
actually people, or are they just random images of stupid things. Then 
compare her profile age to the number of tagged photos. Also see 
how many different albums she’s tagged in. Don’t worry you don’t 
have to open each photo to check. You can see the name of the 
photo just by taking the mouse arrow on the photo. If you see a lot of 
meaningless photos tagged she has to be adding strangers. 
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Filter 3 - Her popularity 
 

 

It’s important to note how popular the profile of a girl is on Facebook. In 
Facebook popularity means having loads of guys and gals liking and 
commenting your posts.  

The popularity of a profile is inversely proportional to chances of your 
success in picking her up.  

So what does this mean? 

The more popular she is, the less likely you’re going to get laid. 

Having said that, if you follow the techniques we teach you here, it will work 
magic. I’ve made friends with a lot of very popular girls, with a hundred or 
two hundred likes per picture on average.  

Now you must understand, most of the comments and likes are not from 
REAL friends, and it’s because most of the guys liking or commenting were 
the regular douchebags.  

So you got to really stand apart from the crowd to get with a girl like that, 
otherwise you’re just going to be one of the many idiots that ends up 
commenting on her wall.  
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Identifying a fake profile to avoid: 
 

Mainly there are going to be two kinds of fake profiles on Facebook. They 
are as follows: 

a. The “prank” or “joke” profile - these are the kind made by some idiot 
usually as a joke to just to have fun. Normally these profiles will be 
carelessly built and have very little activity. Even if they have been 
created properly the biggest tell tale sign is that there is near zero 
activity. So whenever you see one like this be sure to avoid it.  

b. The advertisement profile - The other kind is the profiles made for 
marketing, advertisement or commercial reasons like that. These 
profiles will way to many friends, often in the thousands and you can 
be sure that it’s not going to be worth your time to add them also. 
Keep in mind that there are however going to be a lot of exceptions. 
The profile normally will be very active but contain lots of links and 
marketing messages aimed to make you buy things from them. If you 
see this, you should also avoid it. 
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Chapter 8: How To Turn FB Into Your Personal 
F*#KBOOK! 

 
In this chapter I’m going to give you detailed examples of how you should 
contact girls once you have filtered them out using the criteria I gave you.  

Before she adds you as a friend, what should you send her in your 
“Friends Request” message?  

 

As a rule of thumb, you want to demonstrate that you are a guy who’s cool 
and fun and who has high social value. 
 
What you don’t want to make her think is that you’re a “cocky” asshole who 
she should just ignore. 
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Remember, Facebook isn’t an online dating website regardless of what 
purpose you may use it for. So you can’t simply transfer “seduction tactics” 
that you’re accustomed using dating sites here. You’re going to have to 
learn to be fun but formal. If you send something like “hey, nice outfit. Pink 
is totally your color and you look super cute by the way” It directly gives the 
girl the impression that it’s not friendship you’re after.  
 
Remember, you want to go “under the radar.” 
 
Facebook is unpredictable, the reason for this is because you’re going to 
meet a large variety of different girls here. I mean, sure some girls might 
dislike the fact that you’re “fun and formal” but as a general rule of thumb 
I’d advise starting off in this manner. Here are some copy and paste 
examples you can use: 

a. “Hey, we went to the same School together! Which year did you 
graduate?” 

b. “I think maybe we met before? I’m Noells’ friend. He’s told me so 
much about you?”  

c. “hello, I’ve read your blog on system change advocacy. I really dig it! 
I’m surprised to find someone else who seems cool and interesting, 
but isn’t a total geek also!” 

 

But in all honestly, WHAT you say isn’t all that important. 
 
As long as you don’t say something totally retarded, girls will take a look at 
your profile. 
 
That is what makes or breaks you. 
 
Remember, your profile page and photos you have of yourself really 
determine whether or not a girl is going to add you or not. In fact, I 
guesstimate it affects 95% of her decision making process. 
 
If you have a profile that demonstrates higher value and is “female friendly” 
then even if she doesn’t really know you, then she’ll just accept your friends 
request anyway in most instances. I mean, who DOESN’T like cool people?  
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The “thanks for adding” post:  
 

 

 
You’ll find a lot of people who after having their friends request accepted 
will write on the profile page of the person who just accepted them and post 
something like “thanks for the add.”  
 
Now, I used to think that was totally stupid and not worth saying, until I 
realized the potential in terms of getting me pussy! 
 
Let me break down the numbers for you. Let’s say out of 20 “thanks for 
adds” I’d get around 10 girls who respond back. That’s10 girls I can 
IMMEDIATELY start chatting with.  
 
And you know what? You know for a fact these girls are “more friendly” and 
open to chatting to you and will be much more receptive to your advances.  
 
Here are some general guidelines that I follow when determining whether 
or not I will send them a “thanks for the add” post. 
 

a. The age of the profile - girls with few friends are great for this. Most of 
them will be keen to meet new people like you! So whenever a 
relatively new profile adds you, go for it. There are good chances of 
success. 

b. The popularity of the profile - if you encounter a girl with hundreds or 
thousands of friends, then you shouldn’t waste your time sending 
them a message like this.  

c. The bitchiness of the profile - there are some profiles where it’s 
obvious that the girl is a high maintenance bitch. Normally these are 
the profiles where the girl has thousands of photos and every new 
status update she does, 10 guys immediately comment on it.  
When you meet a girl like this, I advise you to move on.  
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Some itty-bitty forms of communication:  
 
Imagine some girl has updated her status with her view regarding the 
economy. You happen to understand economics very well, and notice she’s 
missing out something.  
 
You’ve never had any sort of interaction with her before. If she doesn’t 
have a lot of lame wannabe guys stalking her, or if her status is just too 
intellectual for them to understand, there won’t be many (or any) comments 
there.  
 
This presents you with an opportunity. If you have something interesting to 
point out, and you think she’ll appreciate it, post a comment!  
 
Since other guys haven’t polluted her status update, she’s going to click her 
notification and check out what you’ve written.  
 
If your comment is thoughtful, and makes it clear that you’ve got some 
knowledge on the topic, you immediately set yourself apart from the other 
guys. There is a high possibility of her replying to your comment, so you’ll 
be able to begin a conversation with her—on a subject you’re comfortable 
talking about.  
 
If this starts a back-and-forth dialogue in her comments section, between 
you and her, take the conversation over to the chat box. This way, it will 
only be the two of you interacting in private. 
 
Here is an example: 
 
Her: Intellectual status update: We’ve now reached a point where 
democracy no longer serves in favor of the people. Democracy is supposed 
to be the system where people are given the power, now instead power is 
being used for pushing them back. Reminds me of a very favorite quote of 
mine “People should not be afraid of their governments, the government 
should be afraid of the people” 
 
You: Well said…but I feel that in reality you can’t change much going 
against the government. Our constitution no longer suits our needs, it has 
to be changed in order to overcome the situation.  
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How you begin a conversation:  
 
On Facebook, the best way to seduce a girl initially is by beginning a 
conversation with Facebook chat.  
 
Now before we get to how you begin the conversation, it’s important to 
know when you should try to. Timing is vital. Your chances of getting a 
reply greatly depend on it. 
 
On weekend evenings or Saturday nights, Facebook is going to be 
swarming with people online. You should try to choose a time when less 
people tend to be online. That way, she will probably have less people 
competing for her attention.  
 
The best time to start a conversation with her is when you notice she’s 
bored. Go to her Timeline and checkout what she’s doing. If she’s not 
posting anything she’s probably chatting with 5 people or doing a college 
assignment in the next tab. When you see her sharing photos and stuff, 
updating her status more than once it’s obvious she’s bored and has 
nothing to do. This is your chance to start a conversation. 
 
Before trying to begin a conversation, it’s good to make sure she knows 
you exist. Have virtual eye contact with her. “Like” her status updates or 
share some pages post she’s shared a few times. 
 
I stress a FEW times. 
 
Make sure you do not end liking everything she posts or commenting on 
every single thing she says. This is purely CREEPY. 
 
I’ve seen creeps who like EVERY SINGLE photo on someone’s profile.  
 
Also, never make the mistake of liking old photos from her profile, unless 
they come to your newsfeed. Why? By doing that you’re just letting her 
know that you’ve been stalking her profile.  
 
That’s also creepy and desperate, too.  
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It’s ok if she updates her old photos and it appears as a status update on 
your wall, but that’s about the only time it’s ok to comment on OLD photos.  
 
If you want to test her interest in you, wait for her to “like” your material. If 
she “likes” two of your posts in a short period of time, the door is now open 
for you to try starting a chat with her. And if she ever “likes” a photo of 
yours, even just once, you should immediately start chatting to her! 
 

The first message:  
 
Like I said earlier, you don’t want to be seen as a cocky asshole. You 
should be fun and casual, while using proper English and not doing 
anything to offend her. If she’s a friend of a friend, you can let her know that, 
and use that to begin your conversation.  
 
For example, if you’re able to find and add a hot girl who is friends with 
your cousin, you could say “Hey, I think I know you from somewhere, does 
[COUSIN NAME] ring a bell?” 
 
Now, if you’re chatting up a complete stranger you won’ t use this kind of 
opener. So make sure that you still come across as casual and friendly, but 
polite. Before you send a complete stranger a message, I advise you to 
spend 5 minutes looking through her Facebook profile and use something 
there to start a conversation with.  
 
Whatever you do, you don’t want to start with something boring like “what’s 
up” or “where are you from.” If you do, it screams that you’re a random and 
she shouldn’t be talking to you.  
 
For example you see this girl who’s studying first year in chemistry and it’s 
practical classes season. You can begin with something random like: 
 
You: Hey there, you’re in my chemistry class right, you looked confused. 
 
Her: hehe yeah 
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You: Bending glass tubes is so absurd, something has to go wrong every 
time no matter what I do! Either the tubes don’t like the burner or me. Why 
can’t they just manufacture 45 degree tubes and save us the trouble? 
 
Her: hahaha you just read my mind! This last time I went so close to 45 but 
it was a bit short and when I placed it on the burner again the whole joint 
just melt off -_- btw, are you from school? 
 
You: yeah, like my friend was being so cautious and all that he ended up 
dropping the tube. Nea, I’m actually in mechanical at [INSERT CHOOL] we 
needed some bent tubes for a class project, now all we’ve got is burnt 
hands and broken glass 
 
Her: haha, oh I see, do you know me then? 
 
You: I saw your profile. So you must be from [INSERT SCHOOL], I’ve got 
friends from there. What division are you in? 
 
Like I mentioned earlier, before you start chatting to a girl, you need to take 
some time to look at her profile and quickly “cold read” her. Chances are 
the girls you meet from chemistry are smarter and more ambitious, so they 
won’t be that bothered when talking about study.  
 
The point is you don’t want to be seen as totally hitting on her at the very 
start. 
 
If you have no idea what to say, here are some generic copy and paste 
openers you should use: 
 
You: Hey, I saw your profile, do you love puppies? You look like a puppy 
loving type. I hope you’re as friendly as your profile looks! 
 
You: Wow, you look interesting, I had to look at your profile twice. Tell me 
more about [XYZ TOPIC SHE CLAIMS TO LIKE] I didn’t know that there 
were cool people that liked [TOPIC] like me also?  
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The second message and the seduction process:  
 
In order for you to succeed with women on Facebook, you must understand 
that you need to prove to her that you are interested in her for something 
more than just her looks. 
 
You have to show her that your desire for her is not just on the surface but 
you want a deeper connection. 
 
Regardless of the fact that you may simply want a woman because you find 
her profile attractive, you still need to somehow let her know that you like 
her personality. 
 
It’s generally advised that if you do pursue a woman, you should look for 
other things than just her looks. 
 
But I do know that you’re not going to marry every single girl that you meet, 
and there are some relationships that you may pursue purely based on sex. 
You may want to just find Facebook F*#K buddies—however, I want to 
make sure you’re prepared to be able to keep the women that you 
genuinely and truly admire. 
 
So how do you pull this off? 
 
You need to QUALIFY her and make her prove to you that she’s 
“F#*KABLE” to you for reasons beyond her looks. 
 
What do I mean by this? 
 
You want to show her, through a progression of steps, that she initially 
wasn’t very special but eventually through the passing of time and 
throughout your interactions the two of you built a connection that you 
cherish.  
 
The process of qualifying a woman to attract her is as follows: 
 

1. Ask her open-ended questions about deeper and more meaningful 
topics where you truly are able to discover her characteristics and 
qualities. 
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2. Let her know that you approve or disapprove of her qualities. 
3. Then hint to her that it is because of the values she demonstrated 

whilst answering your questions you two have connected on a level 
that would make her special in your eyes. 
 

A working example is as follows: 

 

You: If you had all the money in the world, what would you do with it? 

Her: wow, that’s an interesting question. I guess I would start an orphanage 
and help children who are less fortunate than I am. I would then… blah 
blah blah  

 

(after 5 minutes of explaining what she would do in detail) 

 

You: really I never thought you were such a kind and gentle person. There 
truly is more to you than just meets the eye. I totally agree with you, as I 
also have a World Vision child that I’m caring for and I really like the fact 
that we’re on the same standing here. 

You would then repeat the process of asking her more deep and personal 
questions, so that she’ll open to you more and more. 

After doing this a few times, the two of you would have shared your deeper 
and more personal thoughts. 

This is what sets you apart from other men and proves to her that you’re 
attracted to her for more than her looks and as such, she’ll start liking you 
much more.  

The critical thing to bear in mind is that you should never ever stop 
qualifying a girl. 

You always need to let her think that you’re interested in her for more than 
just sex. 

Another reason to let the girl know a reason WHY you like her is that it 
further enhances your superior social standing. 
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When you make sure the woman that you sleep with need to possess traits 
and qualities that you actively filter, you show her that you have other 
options and that you clearly are a man that other women desire.  

You’re not just like the other guys who like her simply for her looks. 
 
Instead, you’re a guy who wants to know what she’s like beyond her 
physical reflection in the mirror and you let her know that. 
 
In general, you should spend a lot more time to qualify a girl the less you 
know her.  
 
Typically at the start of the pickup, you ask general questions to qualify the 
woman and move into more deeper topics as shown in the example above.  
 
Here are a list of common questions you ask a girl to qualify her at the start: 
 

1. So what do you think is your best quality? 
2. What’s something you’ve achieved that you’re really proud of?  
3. Tell me the most adventurous thing you’ve ever done. 
4. I bet you have some hidden talent that I would never guess…what is 

it? 
5. What’s the worst pickup line you’ve heard? 

Later on in the pickup, you can ask these deeper questions: 

1. What would you want to do if you could change the world? 
2. If money wasn’t a problem what would you be doing? 
3. Who are the most influential people in your life? 
4. What would you consider to be more important? Loving someone but 

knowing they will leave you or not loving at all? 
5. Would you first cheat on someone if you knew that they were going to 

cheat on you? 
 

I cannot stress how important it is for you to properly qualify a girl. Do not 
rush this stage and spend a lot of time at it. Also, make sure you actually 
LISTEN to her responses intently. 

The reason for this is because it further opens up the lines of 
communication and she would be sharing her thoughts with you. 
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This would make your presence more comfortable and soon she’ll be able 
to relax and really let down her guard. 

Now you have her initial interest, you need to work on amplifying her 
attraction towards you. 

Creating a lot of attraction is not something extremely hard once you 
understand the theory about it.  

 

How to make her CRAVE you to “TOTALLY F#(K YOU”? 
 

So what’s the secret that makes a girl want to F#@K you?  

You have to make her feel an emotional connection with you. 

How do you get people to be attracted to you, especially women?  

What you need to do is to get her attached to you, more specifically; you 
need to have a greater emotional attachment with her compared to the 
other guys around her.  

Let me explain this theory to you through an analogy.  

For example, let’s pretend you purchased a cheap run down car worth 
$100. 

If you spend six hours a day, every single day working on that car worth 
$100 dollars, you will most likely be attached to that vehicle. If something 
happened bad to the car you will feel horrible and take it personally. 

This is despite the fact that the monetary value of the car was only $100 
when you purchased it. 

 

You would take it much more personally because you spent so much of 
your time and invested your blood sweat and tears trying to make the 
vehicle better. 

You had your emotions embedded into the car chassis despite the fact, that 
no matter how you time you have spent on the car to increase the value, 
it’s still going to be a cheap car.  

This is the same thing with human interactions. 
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If you can get her emotionally attached to the conversation or interactions 
with you. She will turn be more attracted to you and you will be liked by her 
in a romantic sense. This is the key to have sex with her. 

So how do you do this?  

How do you get her to open up her emotional bank and invest her hard 
earned feelings into you? 

You do this by asking the right questions. 

What you need to do is ask her questions that she doesn’t share with other 
people, so you get responses out of her, that are so private and personal 
that you will be able to connect to her in the core.  

Her inner core is part of her personality that she doesn’t show to 
everybody. 

In fact, she only shows it to her closest friends - if she shares it at all. 

Most people in this world have two type of personality and personas. 

The first is the outward face that they show the world, this is the face where 
they show in the street they show in public and to co-workers. This is their 
“everyday face.” 

But in reality, there is an inner core being, this is a person that they only 
show to their close friends and family. What you need to do is talk to her 
core.  

Ask her personal questions that make her slightly let down her guard. 

Here is a copy and paste example you can use. Rather asking what she 
does for a living, say something like this:  

 

“don’t you find it interesting that most people try to make friends by 
introducing each then they start asking superficial questions about each 
other’s education or qualifications. It’s as if they are interviewing each other 
to see if they are worthy of being friends. So unlike those guys, I want to 
talk about something interesting. What was the funniest or worst pickup 
attempt that you had experience?.” 

Now if you asked a girl about the worst pickup event that she has 
experienced she will share with you a very funny story.  
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This will in turn make the interaction interesting and she would not share 
the story to other friends. However, she will remember it very because it’s 
funny and she will talk about it. Not only will this open you up for the two of 
you to talk about relationships, this will also give you access to that zone 
inside her life where she talks to you about guys and people she’s been 
with, or what she looks for in a man and what’s important to her in a 
relationship.  

All this talk that she’ll share with you would be very personal to her, and 
she would not have just shared it with anyone.  

By doing that, it would be as if she’s taking a chance with her emotional 
bank and opening up the vaults and putting some in your keep. 

If you’re able to do this over and over again, she’ll realize that you’re more 
than just a friend material.  

That’s how to increase the attraction to you from women, you need to ask 
questions that are personal to her.  

Make sure these questions allow her to open up and be a bit more 
vulnerable when she tells you it. 

Every time she tells you a little secret. It’s as if she’s taking a little bit more 
of her emotional bank and putting in your keeping. 

Don’t be a chump and ask her superficial questions that really do not 
matter.  

In order to do this, and ask these probing questions, you need to be good 
at introducing topics. 

The best way to make someone open up to you personally is by sharing 
with her a little secret of your own. 

 

In the above example, you could tell her the time when a girl tried to pick 
you up and failed miserably. 

Now, apart from getting her to open up her emotional bank through probing 
questions, you can also do it by asking her to do small favors for you. 

By making her actively take action to do things for you, you’re making her 
invest in you. 

That’s what you want her to do. 
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MAKE HER INVEST IN YOU! 
Once she does that, she’ll F*#K YOU! 
Make sure the “investments” you ask from her are small and perceived by 
her as “no big deal.” This is what I used to do (and it worked like a charm). I 
used to start by asking girls I wanted to bang to buy me some cookies. I 
would then tell her to drop by my work with the cookies before she went to 
class. If she did that, I would thank her and then hint to her that home made 
cookies are even better. 

So this meant to please me, in the future she would have to spend time and 
effort and stand there in the kitchen waiting for the cookies to be baked.  

Just for me!  

In the Facebook world, you can make girls promise to wait up until a certain 
time for you. Or make her read a few funny stories for you. It doesn’t really 
matter what she does, as long as she did it for YOU! 

The point is, the more things she does for you, the more she will 
subconsciously be attracted to you. 

It’s just like how you spend so much time and energy adding modifications 
and doing up the cheap car.  

People like to rationalize their actions, AFTER they have done the action. 

So if a woman starts baking you cookies, or waits around for you on 
Facebook or starts doing things that a girlfriend would do, she would have 
to rationalize it. 

 

She would then think to herself, AFTER she’s brought you lunch, “I wonder 
why I’m doing this, maybe it’s because I like him.” Just like how you would 
rationalize all the effort and time spent in repairing such a run down vehicle.  

You must do it, because the car is special. 

So she must be doing things and opening up for you, because you are 
special to her. Special enough for her to F*@K! 

Once you set this pattern up, she’ll start seeing you as the person she 
wants to connect with romantically whether she likes it or not. 
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If you can get her to do things that only a girlfriend would do, then in her 
mind she’ll actually convince herself AFTER she’s done the act, then she’s 
doing all these things because she likes you and you’re special to her. 

 

How to speak directly to her “feminine desires”  
 

In order to make a woman feel close enough to you for her to want to sleep 
you with you need to have a special connection with her. The goal of the 
interaction will lead to seduction naturally. What you want to achieve is 
make her feel as if the two of your have a deep bond and a special 
understanding that no one else shares in this else. 

You create this connection through having rapport. 
Rapport is the feeling of closeness between two people and the best way to 
create is by using this analogy.  

Think about this quote:  

“Its you and me baby, alone against this mad, mad world.” 

If you’re able to make the woman think that it’s the two of you are alone 
together, and there is no one else around then you would have created 
something. You now become a team. You are no longer alone in this world, 
but you have someone else who will be there by your side to back you up 
wherever you’re in need.  

 

What this does is makes you connected to that woman, emotionally, 
intellectually and in time physically. This bond between you two is valuable 
to her and because of this, you’ll be extremely important in her life.  

This is powerful. 

If you’re able to make your presence and persona connect with her inner 
core and become apart of her, then you would have succeed in seducing 
her mind and soul. 

She will feel as if she has found a soul mate in you and you’re the only 
person that truly understands her. 

It’s just you and her, versus everyone else in this cold, hard world. 
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So once you establish in her mind that you and her have a connection that 
is exclusive between the both of then you will be the only one she cares 
about. This is because once you connect to her at an inner core in a level 
that most people can’t even reach, you’re presence would be engraved in 
her happiness.  

That’s the theory relating to the importance of rapport and building an inner 
connection.  

But what are the step-by-step things you can do practically to start this 
process? 

Here’s a list of things that I found to be easy to implement, but it’s important 
to start getting a role play between the two of you. After that’s done you do 
this: 

1. create nicknames for each other 
2. create personal jokes between each other 
3. make a distinct language between yourselves 
4. make fun of things together in a certain way. 

 

Once you’re able to converse and talk to each other in the way I described 
above it will be as if it’s just the two of you in the world and you’re growing 
stronger that special bond you have.  

It’s very important to get this right; you need to do this at the start, when 
you first meet a woman. The reason for this is if you don’t give her during 
the beginning but you try it later, it will feel awkward.   

 

I find a great way to initiate this is by just giving the woman I meet that I’m 
attracted to a nickname the first time I see her, and I call her that repeatedly 
throughout the interaction. 

I say “oh, I like your skirt, it’s so full of color and flowers, I’ll call you a little 
flower girl now. I think that nickname is cute.”  

Then I observe her reactions and see how she plays along. What I’m 
looking for is for her to reciprocate back to give me a nickname of sorts or 
reacts in a flirty manner.  
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When you start building off these cute nicknames, or talk to each other in 
similar ways that others do not, you start to flirt with the woman on a level 
that is only reserved for lovers and people who are dating already.  

This sets up the future interactions to be much more romantic and flirtatious 
as you’ll be creating a feeling with her that you understand her. You and her 
are alone in this world and that you truly are something that she cannot live 
without.  

In my initial interactions on Facebook, this is the process I go through: 

1. start with an innocent “friendly” opener 
2. give her a cute and creative nickname 
3. start making jokes that only she and I would understand 
4. start talking in a way that is funny, and if she laughs, I tell her that she 

can be my student and I’ll teach her the art of being insanely funny 
5. make her using the words that I teach her, otherwise she’s a bad 

student and I’m going to punish her 
 

As you can see, this is a natural pattern and is fun as heck! 

What you need to do is get comfortable with being a bit silly and giving 
women nicknames and start role playing. 

Once you have the role play scenario going on, then it’s pretty much a 
confirmation on her part that you can start flirting with her. 

 

Treat her like your annoying little sister  
 

In short, the easiest way to think about creating rapport and a deep 
connection with women is that you should act like she’s your annoying little 
sister that you make fun of. 

Guys who have little sisters always enjoy making fun of them and playing 
jokes on them, but when it comes to serious matters of safety and 
protection they step in an defend their sibling with their life. 

That’s how you need to come across. 

So keep this in your mind, most of the time you should be mercilessly 
teasing the girl that you’re interested in.  
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Make fun of everything she does or says. 

Don’t take her protests too seriously, unless you know you’ve done 
something really bad. 

The reason why this strategy works so well is because only people who 
know each other very well act in such a way. 

Think about this—men who are good friends constantly make fun and 
pester each other in a way to build bonding and strengthen friendships. 

Generally, the better you know a guy, the more you can playfully make fun 
of him (because you both know you’re just joking around). 

Then the more they want to get back at making fun of you. 

The same goes with women that you’re interested in. 

The more you make fun of her, the more she feels the two of you are close 
and have a deep connection, and the more she’ll want to get back at you. 

The only difference is unlike men making fun of each other, when you make 
fun of a woman, use subtle hints of sexual innuendo and make it as if she’s 
constantly trying to hit on you and seduce you. 

Not only does it make for a funny conversation, but this shows to the 
woman that you’re not just “a friend” you’re a guy that wants much more 
than that, and you’re not afraid to hint it to her. 

Most women are able to pick up the cues and hints that you drop in when 
you’re flirting and teasing her and if she flirts back or reacts to your teasing, 
then you know that it’s on. 

How you get her phone number (or other mediums of contact):  
 

The easiest way to get a girl’s phone number is to try to get a few different 
forms of electronic communication contact from her, but at the same time, 
“casually” ask for her number “just in case.”  

Say for example, you have been chatting to a girl a lot and you ask her for 
her SKYPE/Whatsapp/Viber/Line/Yahoo Messenger/MSN Messenger/email 
what you immediately do is then add a phone request at the end. This is 
how to do it: 
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“hey Julie, you seem like a cool person, what’s your SKYPE or email? I 
don’t use Facebook that much but I want to get a hold of you sometime. 
Oh, by the way, I have 3G or 4G on my phone, so let me grab your number 
too just in case my internet doesn’t work on my phone.”  

Here are other examples to get her number: 

a. Spike her curiosity  
You: You know the weirdest thing just happened today! 
Her: Really? What!? 
You: It’s a long story, leave it. You’d just get bored reading 
Her: Come on bitch! I want to hear it, tell me! 
You: I’ll tell you on the phone, give me your number. 

b. Offer her a service - Maybe when she’s missed an episode of her 
favorite show, or you might have to inform her something you can 
make the excuse. 
You: Did you watch the supernatural episode yesterday? 
Her: no Damn I forgot! 
You: haha, you should be regretting, it was friggin epic 
Her: I’ll download it when it’s been uploaded 
You: Give me your number, I’ll remind you about it each week  

Note that the most important thing about asking her number is making sure 
that you don’t sound desperate. You have to keep the attitude that since 
you’re friends it’s sort of your right to ask for her number, you don’t have to 
hesitate.  

Directly say something like “hey, I didn’t get your number” or “Give me your 
number, we’ll keep in touch” when she’s signing out. That way she won’t 
have much time to think but I’m sure that won’t be necessary ‘cause she’d 
give to you anyway. 
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Facebook Seduction Routines (Copy & Paste) 
 

The following is a compilation of material we gathered from seduction-
related Internet forums, and from our own personal archives. We’ve tested 
many of these openers and routines and they work great!  

 

Most of the time the status updates revolve around the combination of 
using humor to demonstrate your status as an attractive male, yet poking 
fun at the women around you at the same time. 

Status Updates (Your Name Goes Into The Blank Spaces)  
 

• "___thinks blondes do it better."  

o This gets the non-blonde girls to chime in and “qualify” themselves 
to you, while the blondes will give you “likes” and positive 
comments. 

 

• "___is out saving the world.......one beautiful woman at a time ☺"  

 

• "___is debating whether or not he should contact his physician about 
his erection lasting more than twelve hours."  

o this one got us lots of comments! 

 

• "___just noticed that someone got onto his facebook and deleted all 
the hot girls"  

 

• "___has been cleaning up his friends list...so  if you're reading this, 
congrats!  
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• You're still cool! But don't get too comfortable…"  

 

• "My charm is so contagious, a vaccine was created for it." 

 

• "....seriously.. is there any girl out there that can even keep up with 
the way I roll?" 

 

• “_____ is Half-Man, Half Amazing.” 

 

• “If a genie ever grants me three wishes, goodbye Kardashians.”  

 

• “When I say ‘wow, that’s crazy,’ 99 percent of the time it means I 
haven’t been listening to a single word you said.” 

 

• “A foolish man tells a woman to stop talking, but a wise man tells her 
that her mouth is extremely sexy when her lips are closed.”  

 

• “They say magnets destroy credit cards. Well, not nearly as much as 
happy hours and women.”  

 

• “Sex burns up 350 calories each time. I’m trying to lose a few pounds, 
can anyone help with my workout routine?”   

 

• “Reality is an illusion that occurs due to lack of alcohol.”  

 

• “We all have that one friend you just can’t bring anywhere, cause they 
always embarrass you. If you can’t think of who that friend is…it’s 
you.”  
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• "___is officially (insert the name of your city or college)'s #1 
bachelor."  

 

• "___is tired of girls just using him for sex. I’m a human being with 
emotions, darn it!"  

 

• "___is now accepting Girlfriend Applications. Must be 18 or older to 
apply. "  

 

• "___has had enough of girls that are only beautiful on the outside" 

o Got a bunch of likes from guys AND girls, along with comments 

 

• "___is the next big thing."  

o Displays some cocky confidence; another magnet for likes and 
comments. 

 

• "___is now accepting applications for an Evil Sidekick. Must be 18 or 
older, female, and know how to drive a getaway car."  

 

• "Forecast for tonight: irresponsible amounts of alcohol, with a very 
high chance of fun and doing something I’ll regret tomorrow. Who’s 
in?”   

 

• "Women are like parking spots. All the good ones are taken, the 
others are too far, and the rest are all just handicapped."  

 

• “Just wondering, does anyone knows where to buy a comfortable, 
inexpensive manthong? Zebra-striped would be preferable."  
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• “Is it ok for me to bring Sexyback…without a receipt?"  

o Referencing the Justin Timberlake song that girls love. 

 

• "_____ thinks beauty is common…find me a girl who can cook killer 
Italian food, and I’ll be impressed."  

 

• "___likes big butts and he cannot lie."  

 

Facebook Routines (Use These When Chatting With A Girl) 
 

These routines are designed to boost attraction and make her find you 
much more interesting once you start a conversation with her. You can 
convert a lot of the status updates that we listed above into topics for 
conversation for examples read below. 

 

Routine #1: The Getaway Car Driver  
 

The following is an example of “role-playing,” where you invent an 
outrageous, humorous scenario and cast yourself and the girl in the two 
starring roles.  

 

This can have the effect of you and her going on an imaginary adventure 
together, which can spike her emotions and get her caught up in the 
fantasy. (It’s also a whole lot more fun than asking her the usual boring 
“small talk” questions!)   

 

YOU: Hey are you a good driver?  

HER: Yes, why? 

YOU: Because I feel like robbing a bank, and I need someone to drive the 
getaway car ☺   
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Girls who have a fun, outgoing personality love these kinds of “role play” 
exercises. I’ll tell her my “plan” is for us to rob a bank, grab a few million 
dollars, and then we’ll move to some exotic island like Bora Bora or Tahiti, 
where we can live a life of leisure…or I plan on whisking her away to Paris 
so we can toast our champagne glasses at the top of the Eiffel Tower… 

 

The idea here is to paint a picture in her mind of the two of you AS A TEAM 
experiencing an amazing adventure together. 

 

Routine #2: The Bachelorette Party  
 

YOU: Hey, I bet you’d know the answer to this question (just give me an 
honest answer ok)  

HER: Um ok…  

YOU: My friend Jen is in charge of her best friend’s bachelorette party. She 
needs to know a really FUN place for them to have a girl’s night out. If you 
were in charge of the party, where would you bring everyone? 

 

Routine #3: Fashion Advice   
 

YOU: I like that pic in your album where you are wearing the red outfit. 
You’ve got good style…which is good because I can’t be seen in public with 
girls who don’t know how to dress ☺ 

HER: Lol, thanks 

YOU: Let me ask you a question cuz I need your expert opinion, style 
goddess… 

HER: Hehe ok ? 

YOU: My friend John asked me to go shopping with him tomorrow because 
he wants me to help him do a “fashion makeover.‟ I love John but he’s 
been wearing the same clothes and hair style since the seventh grade so 
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it’s sort of an emergency case ☺ So if you were going to take one of your 
guy friends shopping for clothes, where would you bring them? 

 

Routine #4: The Privacy Question 
 

YOU: I got a weird question about a relationship situation and I think you’d 
have a good answer for this… 

HER: Sure ok… 

YOU: Is my friend Mike wrong for getting mad at his girlfriend? Somehow 
she got the password to his Facebook account and found out that he was 
emailing with his ex-girlfriend. Nothing bad, they were just chatting and 
keeping in touch, but she was really upset that they’re still talking to each 
other. And Mike was mad because he felt she violated his privacy. Honestly, 
if you could get into your boyfriend’s Facebook account, would you check 
his emails? 

 

Routine #5: “Do I look gay?” 
 

Only use this one if you are super confident of the photos in your account 
(because you know you look insanely awesome), otherwise instead of 
using yourself, use a friend of yours and ask her what she thinks of him. 

 

YOU: Hey, can you take a look at my facebook pics and tell me if I look gay 
in any of them? Sounds weird I know, lol, but seriously I need to figure out if 
I’m sending out any gay signals…   

HER: haha…why?  

YOU: I keep getting Friend Requests from gay guys and I can’t figure out 
why! Is it the way my ass looks in that pic of me wearing jeans?  

Note: With these routines, the main purpose is to engage her attention and 
pull her into a fun, original chat. You can take the chat in whatever direction 
you want after the opening exchange.  
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Using these types of routines is MUCH more effective than trying to open a 
chat with something lame and predictable like “hey what’s up.”  

 

Case Study: A Full Facebook Chat From Opener To Close  
 

Now let’s take a look at an extended chat. We found this example on an 
internet forum where guys exchange seduction tips and tactics.  

 

We had a reader send in a conversation and ask us to break it down step 
by step to explain why it worked so well. 

 

I’ll give some commentary as it goes along, to help you to understand WHY 
this guy’s chatting strategy is working.   

 

The chat begins around 11:30 pm on a weeknight… 

 

(PART 1- OPENING)  

 

ME- past ur bedtime missy (wink) 

 

This is a confident, playful opener…much more likely to get a response 
than saying something weak such as “hey how are you…”. You are also 
including a bit of role play and letting her know that she should go to sleep 
like the little girl that she is. This builds up a desire for her to challenge you 
and prove you wrong. 

  

HER- haha oh no. im up for all hours!  

ME- youve got school tomorrow right?  

HER- no, we have the entire week off. pretty sweet huh?  
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ME- haha yeah not good timing tho  

HER- why not? (smile)  

ME- cuz we were supposed to go to Bora Bora n chill, but I dont have this 
week off! 

 

Further examples of “role playing”—playfully suggesting that the two of 
them are supposed to heading off an adventure together. You want to see if 
she plays along and complies. If she does then she likes you and probably 
is fun to hang out with. If she doesn’t play along then you know that either 
she doesn’t like you or isn’t a fun girl to hang out with.  

  

HER- oh right! that plan!  

ME- yeah you know, just go their for brunch, chill, and then fly to paris, eat 
an exquisite dinner overlooking the Eifel tower, and then take a cruise 
through the city in a Bugatti Veyron…  

 

This is where you set up a future date with her in her mind. You talk about 
events in the near future so that she can imagine being with you at your 
side in a very romantic setting. You’re clearly flirting with her and seeing if 
she likes what you’re saying, to gauge her interest level.  

 

HER- now thats what i call a perfect getaway!  

ME- well almost but not quite  

ME- I didn’t include what happens after the drive...that’s where your 
imagination comes in (wink)  

HER- omg, you are so bad, lol  

ME- yup but bad boys are so much fun and u know it ☺  

 

Now this is good, because she started to bring up suggest flirting. This 
means your chat can continue for a short while longer, then she needs to 
head off to bed. You are letting her know that you’re afraid to talk about sex 
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and you have started to plant seeds of seduction in her mind. You’re no 
longer a guy who she just sees as any normal friend, because honestly 
girls don’t talk about sex with plutonic friends. You are becoming the “bad 
boy” that is going to make her scream your name in your sheets.  

 

You also happen to be the last thing on her mind before she goes to bed 
and guess what? You were talking about doing adult things to her and she 
liked it.  

 

(Now its 12:00 pm, the next day, and SHE resumes the chat…)  

 

HER- so when are we going to Paris? Lol   

ME- look at you, planning this whole conversation so that you can get the 
first word of the day!  

HER- im smart like that. haha so whats new with you these days? i like 
your new pics by the way.. looking good  

ME- thanx…I gotta run but we can chat later, have an awesome day ☺  

 

This is a good sign, because SHE started the conversation. Obviously she 
was thinking about the guy since last night because she used the same 
thread to open the discussion. Now, since she’s displaying so much 
interest, the guy was very smart to use “push pull” to advantage.  

 

Since she’s pulling him closer (by contacting him first) he’s just pushing her 
away to leave her hanging and wanting for more attention!  He does this by 
leaving the conversation early.  

 

(PART 2- THE GAME BEGINS)  

 

At 8 pm, he hits her up again on Facebook chat:  
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ME- hey lets play a game  

HER- okay.. what game?  

ME- its called "Out Of 10." Now here are the rules...I say a topic, you reply 
with what you think you are, out of 10, and then you ask me. keep it G 
rated please. jk  

HER- haha alright.. lets do this  

ME- *rubs hands together* whew! alright! You go first  

HER- okay. first topic.. keeping it g rated as you say. how good are you at 
driving stick shift! haha  

Me- o gosh. ok one question in each rating category how bout that. spice it 
up a bit...as for stick shift, id say i am a 9.32 approximately  

ME- ok my turn. How good are you at lying?  

HER- A 4. i cant lie, its too hard!  

ME- dont be ashamed, you wouldnt want to put "Good liar" on your resume 
would you?  

HER- hahaha nope. k my turn. how good of a kisser are you?  

ME- i KNEW this was gonna show up soon! haha. I am confident im about 
an 8.5. Or a 9 if I’m kissing the right person ☺    

 

As you can see, she likes this guy a lot because she started to talk about 
kissing. When she steers the chat into sexual territory—talking about 
kissing—he responds with some “cocky confidence.”  

 

He doesn’t shy away from the topic, instead he “ups the ante” and little and 
describes it more in detail and sets up a small challenge, “if he’s kissing the 
right person”.  

 

That kind of hints to the girl that maybe she could be the right person or 
not. He’s creating more threads and opportunities in her mind to ponder 
and think about.  
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HER- haha well of course! thats pretty good!  

ME- haha wait, kissing where?  

HER- anywhere! anything!  

ME- well if its the lips its an 9. im a 10 anywhere else (wink)  

 

Here, he’s escalating slowly and getting more sexual and flirtatious. He is 
gauging her interest level and the more positive she responds the more 
descriptive and sexual he becomes.  

 

Notice he keeps saying “if” and not “you”, so he can get away with 
“plausible deniability”. If the girl starts calling him out for being a sexual 
creep, he can say “hey you started it, and also, who was talking about 
kissing you. Geez, I was saying IF, and I didn’t say it was with you did I? 
Dream on”.  

 

He’s leaving things up in the air to see where the girl wants to take the 
conversation, but he is clearly leading it onto a sexual pth. 

 

HER- thats even better (wink)  

ME- ok. how good r u at making out/french kissing?  

HER- im a solid 9. i had pretty great compliments from my ex boyfriend. but 
its been a while but i know i still have the skill  

ME- that’s a pretty high rating, your gonna have to prove that one  

 

This is where the girl throws in a hidden shit test. She wants to see how the 
guy will react when she brings in perceived competition. Notice how he 
completely IGNORES the fact that she referred to her ex boyfriend. 
Instead, the focuses and redirects the conversation more about her proving 
her kissing skills to him, making the discussion more and more about sex. 

 

HER- oh i will (wink)  
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ME- my 8 and ur 9 = 17. thats pretty dang good. your turn  

HER- oh very good!  

ME (she stalled for like ten minutes)- ur turn or mine? ah, yours. right. nvm  

HER- its my turn, but i cant think of anything! im trying  

ME- ahaha the sky’s the limit. i don’t care what u ask, make it 
INTERESTING…  

 

(PART 3- SEXUALIZING THE CHAT)  

 

HER- how good are you at massages? and yes, they can be anywhere you 
like  

ME- open ended question, i like it hm ok, back- 7, feet- 8, butt- 9 haha, 
head n neck- 8, and the special massage- off the charts. literally  

HER- perfect. you’re a natural!  

ME- call me a try hard if u want, that would be correct, i go out of my way to 
make people happy it makes them want to be with me more. youll 
understand when I see you haha  

HER- your making me too excited! you sound like you could spoil me (wink)  

ME- just w8, once u experience, youll want to move here for good! haha lol. 
ok my turn, your gettin outta hand gurl!  

but dont worry im not changing the subject...whens the last time u 
masturbated? haha yeah I just asked that.  

 

Since he can tell by now the girl is extremely interested, he is going to 
close the deal. He’s teasing and flirting HARD. This is a good thing! When 
you know you’ve got her interest and the flirting is going back-and-forth, 
always ESCALATE—as long as make it seem playful, not creepy.  

 

Remember being playful but direct at the same time is very arousing for 
women and you can talk about any topic as long as you make it casual.  
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HER- woah! thats intese ty! haha let me think, maybe two weeks ago.. no 
lie. girls dont as often as guys do.  

ME- its R rated ill say. inside or out though? haha  

yeah u learn in middle school that guys do it way more than girls  

HER- never ever in my life have i masturbated inside.  

dont know how you would go about that.. haha  

ME- lol u still orgasm’d, right?  

HER- dont know for sure. how do you know when you get one? lol.. isnt it 
supposed to be really intense?  

ME- you mean very intense? you would know, your whole body would feel 
weak but also like every inch of you feels really amazing thats what im 
saying, if i got you to that point in the "massage" youd want me over every 
night. but i have school and work haha  

HER- haha.. sounds good to me! i cant wait to see you again!(wink)  

ME- its gonna be a gr8 time guaranteed. ok tell me one more question then 
ive gotta get 2 bed  

HER- ok. do you want to ask? oh its my turn  

ME- hmm. one question left for each of use then  

HER- okay, how often do you fantasize about sex?  

ME- hm probably not as much as a normal guy, i think maybe once or twice 
a day I actually think about a specific girl and how I would like to make love 
in a exotic place, and how intense it would be. but guys get little thoughts 
almost every hour. but yeah, real fantasizing, about once or twice a day  

HER- haha... what are you hinting at? (wink)  

ME- to be straightforward, ive fantasized a few times about some crazy 
stuff with you  

HER- i agree! its perfectly normal and healthy for someone to fantisize! 
okay, someday lets make your fantasies come true (wink)  

ME- glad our feelings our mutual haha. and same to your fantasies! ok, my 
question...  
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last question of the night!  

here goes...whats the CRAZIEST "fantasy" youve had?  

HER- wow... im going to have to think hard about this one!  

ME- bet theres LOTs to sort through.  

HER- haha indeed!  

i know!  

here goes..  

 

okay, i remember this one dream because it was so intense. i was walking 
along the beach one night and the waves were crashing up against the 
shore. the breeze was catching my blonde hair, blowing it to the side. it was 
pitch black but i could faintly see a figure in the distace. as i got closer, i 
could tell it was you. i started walking faster and as we got closer, we ran. 
finally we reached each other and you picked me up and we started making 
out. we then fell to the sand. you on the top, and me on the bottom.. the 
waves were washing up underneath us and it got more intense.. you ripped 
off my shirt, and i took off yours. but i woke up shorty after.  

 

(PART 4- CLOSING)  

 

ME- WOW  

inspiring read there. thing is...it ended when it was about to get better. it 
was just too intense for a dream  

HER- i know.. thats always how my dreams are!  

ive had prob more intense dreams than that!  

ME- i said tell me the MOST INTENSE one! haha. youve told me all about 
you madturbating, theres nothing you cant share lol. *Masturbating*. Typo, 
lol.  

HER- haha i suppose so! haha you really got to pry me tonight. you sucker! 
i didnt get to ask you such juicy questions  
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ME- haha! well ill tell ya what...well make a deal  

text me tmrw morning around 10, and well continue this fun little convo of 
ours, and you can go ahead and ask me anything your little heart desires  

HER- yes! sounds like a plan! you arent gettin away easy  

but yes, ill let you go.. im getting tired myself.. oh and a little tip.. i LOVE to 
cuddle.  

ME- alrighty! well, I like cuddling too, but you gotta win me over first though  

 

Unlike most guys who’d drool and just turn over like a little puppy this guy 
knows the deal. He’s not making it easy on her—he makes it seem like she 
needs to WIN HIM OVER! Women love a guy who seems hard to get. 

 

Remember, this girl is talking about masturbating and sex with him. But the 
guy is just responding as if he’s eating breakfast and this conversation isn’t 
really making him horny. It shows her that he must be getting a lot of 
attention from girls because most other guys would jump at this chance to 
bang her.  

 

HER- haha isnt cuddling a part of winning you over?  

ME- indeed, a fraction of it, more or less...  

HER- awesome  

ME- this will continue tmrw, and all the advice I can give you is, get ready!  

HER- haha alright ty! ill be prepared!  

ME- haha k. im gonna try to have an amazing dream, you do the same. 
good night babe  

HER- goodnight hun. sweet dreams!  

 

At this point, one more short chat should be all it takes to get this girl to 
meet up IN PERSON…and have sex. All of the groundwork has already 
been laid. The best thing is, he can start the next conversation with “Hey, 
SURPRISE! I have the tickets for our sweet vacation” and this will instantly 
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bring back the fond memories of their chat in her mind and make her know 
that she is the man that is right to bang her.  

 

More Funny Chat Openers From Facebook Seducers On The Forums…  
 

A lot of these can be used for sending a text message as well. So make 
sure you pick and choose the right ones to use! 

 

Conversation Starters: 
 

1. What’s keeping you busy, cutie? :-) 
2. SURPRISE! 

3. Knock knock... 

4. So, how's my little brat today? :) 

5. Mi amore! 

6. I texted you just to make you look at your phone for no 
reason...seems like I got you in check =) 

7. Hey honey, I’ll bet my bottom dollar that my weekend can whip your 
weekend. 

8. What sort of trouble are you trying to brew today? 

9. I am baiting girls to my room with candy. I would like to know which 
you prefer, M&M's or Skittle? 

10. I was wondering if you can do me a small favor and text me right 
back with a simple hi or anything. My pals do not subscribe to the 
idea that retards can text. We have to show em’ honey. 

11. I discovered a wonderful formula. It’s u+i equals 69 

12. Girls are nasty. 

13. Hey pretty, I just saw an amazing aquarium the cutest fish that I saw 
reminded me of you :p 

14. If you are not smiling now, just think of me! 
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15. There’s news that aliens are on their way to snatch all the good 
looking and sexy people! It’s a good thing to know you will be safe, 
and I'm just texting to say goodbye 

16. Announcement: Tomorrow is "Hug a Mentally Handicapped Day”. 
Don't freak out like you did last year, I’m not trying to hurt you! 

17. I really want to see you, but this stupid security guard is not allowing 
me entry to the zoo. Is there a way for you to escape? 

18. I told you not to give your mom my phone number? She won't quit 
calling me from now on. 

19. Of all the (first name) (last name)'s I know... I think you’re the apple of 
my eye. 

20. You just popped into my head so I am texting you Hi...and now 
please stay out of there 

21. Each time I see u, I begin to smile. Every time I see you walk, I 
chuckle. When you talk, I get excited. Yes, retarded people entertain 
the hell out of me! 

22. WE DO IT on the sofa, in bed, on the table, WE EVEN DO IT in the 
car. Yup... we just LOVE TEXTING. Send this to everyone you DO IT 
WITH 

23. I'm having an issue applying toothpaste. Can you please come over? 

24. How's my favorite little brat doing? :) 

25. I just made you open your chat box for no reason...looks like I got you 
in check =] 

26. Hey girl, what sort of trouble are you causing this weekend. 

27. I’m luring girls to my house with candy…which do you prefer, skittles 
or M&M's? 

28. Hey princess, I just came back from the aquarium and I saw the 
cutest little fish...it reminded me of you. 

29. I hope you’re smiling. If not, just think of me! 

30. Aliens are coming to abduct all the good looking sexy ass people! 
Don’t worry you’ll be safe, but I don’t think I will be. Just saying 
goodbye ☺ 
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31. Why'd you have to give your mom my phone number? She won't quit 
calling me now! 

32. Did you know a blue whale’s tongue weighs as much as an elephant? 
That’s crazy… Gotta love animal planet during lunch break…  

33. You just popped into my head so Hi...now please stay out of there! 

34. Let's fly to Las Vegas, get married, argue about our third kid's name, 
divorce, and grow old, lonely and depressed. Sound good?  

35. I don't know who your boyfriend is, but he’s definitely not spanking 
you enough. 

36. You're so sweet you're making me get diabetes. 

37. I don’t know if I can do this anymore...sometimes you make me feel 
like I’m just a piece of meat ☺  

Multiliners 
1. Stop It 
You: STOP! 

Her: Stop what? 

You: Thinking about me so much. 

2. Cancelling Date 
You: Hey I can’t take you out today, because my brother is coming to stay 
and I’m not at home and am not sure when I get back. If you need a hand 
with anything, just msg and I’ll see what I can do. Sorry bout that. 

Her:  Ah ok, no probs –catch up with you later. 

You: On another note, aliens are about to make me their leader -you know 
how they’re always saying ‘take me to your leader’ –it’s me they’re after, 
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3. Blank Text or Message 
You: *send blank text or message* 

Her: Hey, you sent me a blank txt (or anything along those lines) 

You: Hey girl, don’t make excuses just to be able to talk to me! 

or 

You: It must be so embarrassing to make up excuses to talk to me! 

4. Congratulations 
You: Congratulations! 

Her: For what? What did I do? Why? 

You: I was just thinking of u. Congratulations again. =) 

5. Who’s This? 
You: Who is this? 

Her: [girls name] 

You: I know…I’m just being an ass  

For Girls Who Don’t Respond 
• Was it your twin who I met down the hall? 
• I enjoy talking to you and I am not fond of playing games. I can see 

we’re really good together. Let’s get it on and if it does not turn out to 
be cool, I’m glad we met.  
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YouTube Openers 
The best way to get a conversation going with a girl or keeping an 
interesting chat is using material I find from YouTube. 

The best thing is, you can totally tell what girls LOVE to talk about when 
you watch a few YouTube videos. 

For example, there is a female YouTube comedian by the name of Jenna 
Marbles. She has more followers than Rihanna, Britney Spears and 
Usher… combined! She has a following of 10 million subscribers. And she 
did this all without the help of a huge MTV network pushing her material.  

She was just insanely funny to her audience… WOMEN! 

What I love doing is watching her videos, then sending it as a link to a girl I 
want to chat with or in a middle of conversation with. Then add a funny line 
at the bottom of the link like: 

“Hey, you should check this out, totally reminds me of you when you get 
drunk - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MXzwAXzUwwE” 

The reason why this works is because Jenna Marbles is a comedian and 
chooses topics that strike at the heart of girls in order to do skits about. 
Most women would watch the videos you send them and just laugh out 
loud. Then that’s a perfect way to get her attention. 

Other great YouTube channels to subscribe to for great seduction material 
relate to movies and skits and bloopers about movies. If you can find things 
that make fun of Twilight or 50 Shades Of Grey, then you’re GOLD. 

Here’s a list of the top channels you should subscribe to because they not 
only have the funniest videos about movies, but they are just funny as heck 
to watch anyway. If you send a girl any video from the following, I’m sure 
you’re going to have a lot of things to talk about.  
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https://www.youtube.com/user/JennaMarbles  

https://www.youtube.com/user/ERB  

https://www.youtube.com/user/screenjunkies  

https://www.youtube.com/user/CinemaSins  

https://www.youtube.com/user/HISHEdotcom  
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Different ways of contacing a girl from your friends list 
 

1. Inboxing her:  
 

 

The procedure of sending someone a private message to get her in your 
inbox is known as inboxing. The idea of inboxing a girl before having any 
kind of communication with her isn’t a very good idea.  

Remember, inboxing her is different than writing on her wall. The main 
difference is that if you send her a private message, it’s perceived to be 
more “planned” and you’re “hitting on her” more. But if you just write 
something short on her profile wall, it’s like a “off the cuff” message with no 
sexual intentions (so she thinks). 

 

Normally you should wait for her to come online in chat for your first 
interaction. In some instances however you can try inboxing her without 
chatting to her first. The only time I would recommend sending a private 
message without first talking to her is if you have some “itty-bitty” 
communication that you can send her.  
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The good thing about inboxing her is that your messages are PRIVATE. 
That means if you don’t get any replies or get a negative reply no one else 
is going to see it. 

Here are some applicable techniques you can use to inbox girls:  

a. Look for interests, and then makeup an excuse for the inbox. 
Suppose this girl loves woodcrafting. You could write something like. 
“Hey there, I noticed from your photos that you’re really into 
woodcrafting. I needed some information and I don’t know who else 
to ask. Do you know where I could find rare woods for crafting like 
African Blackwood, Yew or Beeswing Narra?” When she replies, you 
continue talking about crafting. This way you can easily begin and 
carry on a conversation. 

b. Check her events and try to create the impression that you know 
her from somewhere. Let’s say you see that’ she’s a singer and 
performs in a bar. You could go “Hey, I knew you looked familiar! 
You’re that girl from the bar. I just wanted to let you know that I think 
you’re FANTASTIC. How long have you been singing?” Now, women 
who sing at bars aren’t very famous, that way this sort of fan following 
will most likely get her excited.  

c. Personally invite her to an event she might like. If she’s an anime 
freak you could say something like “hello there, we’ve arranged an 
anime convention on [XYZ Date and Place] and we were hoping that 
you might like to come too”  

The trick is to find the right things to say after reading her profile. This will 
make you different from all the other guys out there.  

2. Writing on her Facebook wall 
 

Here are some example posts you can literally copy and paste. 

a. Go simple and just say “hey, thanks for adding! :] “ that’s what I do. 
b. Give her a meek compliment and attach an open ended question 

after like: 
a.  “nice cat, are you from [INSERT SCHOOL]”, 
b.  “love that hair, why have I seen you around [XYZ] before”, 
c.  “awesome biography, are you related to [ABC].”  

Remember, If you do this on her wall, it will look like you just thought of it. 
However, if you took the time to write her a private message and attempted 
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inboxing something like this would pretty much make it obvious that you’re 
trying to hit on her. Try to make the compliment a little different from what 
people might think of, that way she’ll like it more. 
 

2. Using games and applications on Facebook:  
 

 

 

Using FB applications can be rather tiring. But it’s a sneaky and “under the 
radar” way of seducing girls. You go to her profile check her Timeline to see 
which games she play. If she’s a regular Facebook user it’s likely that at 
roughly a specific time of the day she comes online.  

She’ll first check her friend requests, notifications and messages then move 
on to playing that game she’s recently been playing. Now, most Facebook 
games have the option for you to play with your friends, send them 
requests, gifts or whatever.  

What you have to do is keep a lookout for her and when she comes online 
wait for the amount of time you think it’ll take her to check her notifications 
then send her a request from that specific game.  
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What do you think she’ll see?  

Just when she’s going to click on the game, she’ll get a notification that you 
sent her a request there. There’s a good chance she’ll click on it, and you’ll 
get a chance to play with her.  

Make sure when you start playing the game you make funny comments 
immediately. It can be some helpful advice about the game or something 
else that goes with it. This way you will have successfully begun a 
conversation with a girl you would have normally not gotten a response 
from. 
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Chapter 9: Meeting Up 
 

In order to be a masterful seducer, you need to understand that there are 
some places that totally kill your chances of success with a woman the first 
time you meet her.  

Avoid these places! 

The average guy will ask for a woman’s number and the invite her out to 
either one of the following: 

1. the movies 
2. an expensive date 
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Both of these scenarios places are commonly used as locations to meet up 
with a woman, on either the first or second date. 

Please do not commit this mistake, because going there dramatically 
reduces the chances of you succeeding with her. 

Let me explain why. 

Why is SUCKS bringing girls to a movie… 
 

When you are strangers with someone and do not know the other person 
well, what do you need to do to get them to like you?  

You need to communicate and chat with them in order to get to know how 
they think and feel, so that you’ll be able to relate to them and get closer.  

Going to the movies does NOT grant you this opportunity, despite the fact 
that you would have spent nearly two hours with her! 

This is what will happen if you take women to the movies… 

If you invite a girl out to the movies, not only would you feel inclined to want 
to pay for her, you’re going to waste an entire evening out!  

The reason is because most of the time you’re going to invite a woman out 
at night, the movie normally starts around sometime before 10 pm.  A 
typical movie lasts for two hours (including the previews), so after that it’s 
going to be considered “late” and it’s likely that either you’ll be tired or she 
will be. You’ll probably end up going your separate ways after the movie, or 
you’ll drive her home and you won’t be invited inside.   

Did you notice that nowhere in the above description where I said “now is 
the chance for you to really talk and get to know her.”  

Going to the movies is a waste of time! 

The reason for this is because going to the movies takes up all the time 
that you would normally have when you meet a person.  

Think about it, you’re just going to go in and sit down awkwardly as you 
barely know each other and watch a movie for 90 minutes or 2 hours… 
without actually talking to one another.  

After that, chances are she’s going to go home and think to herself: 
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a. that the two of you have nothing in common 
b. that she doesn’t know anything more about you 

 

If you do want to go to the movies, make sure it’s after you have spent a 
few hours talking to her and getting to know her beforehand, so you’re able 
to get her attracted to you. Otherwise, stay away from the cinema! 

 

Why it sucks bringing women on expensive dates… 
 
In Hollywood movies, it seems that the basic thing for a man to do when he 
wants to court a girl is to take her out on an expensive date. Because of 
this constant brainwashing, our society now has the weird perception that if 
a man doesn’t take a woman out on a ravishingly luxurious date he doesn’t 
seem normal, and perhaps is less of a man. 
This couldn’t be further from the truth.  

The fact of the matter is if you bring a woman you have never met (or do 
not know well) on an expensive date, you are sub-communicating that she 
is much more important to you than you are, and you’re inferior than her.  

By taking her to fancy restaurants and places where you don’t normally go, 
not only will it make you feel out of place, but you have told her with your 
actions that “this girl is more special than me” because you’re treating her 
like she is! 

You immediately raise her value above yours and this makes you more 
unattractive. 

Not only do you have to pay for the expensive date, but most of the time 
you would have to spend a large amount of time with her and finish the 
expensive meal – even if she doesn’t turn out to be the kind of woman you 
would have hoped.  

 

This means you have created a situation where you’re trapped and you 
cannot leave for a few hours, where you’re going to be miserable and 
unhappy – and if that’s not enough, you’re going to have a pay a large 
amount of money for it! 
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So where should you take a girl on the first few occasions where you are 
just getting to know her? 

I like choosing places that are: 

a. cheap to go 
b. requires a low time commitment on my part 
c. and it’s fun to be there 

It’s important for me as a high value male to make sure I decide when and 
where we end up going. 

I want to make sure that I don’t spend too much money on her, and I also 
want to have the option of just leaving if I am not enjoying the interaction. 
What I also look for are places that increase the chance of my success 
naturally without me doing anything else.  

So the most ideal places to take women that you’re don’t know yet are: 

a. coffee shops; 
b. parks; and 
c. normal restaurants (if you want to spend more money). 

These are public places where the both of you can meet up for a casual 
chat just to get the general vibe and feel if you two will get a connection.  

It doesn’t require you to spend a lot of money, and doesn’t communicate to 
the woman that she’s of higher status than you. Instead, it just makes the 
interaction a casual outing, which is exactly what you want.  

If you think you like her enough after meeting with her in a normal place, 
then you can always propose to go somewhere else more fun to continue 
the meeting. However, if things turn out badly, you won’t feel bad for 
leaving either, as the commitment from you and her at these places are 
very low. 
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Should you pay for her? 
 

A common issue arises when it comes to paying for things the first few 
times you meet a woman that you want to seduce. For example, should 
you pay for the meal, should you pay for her coffee, should you pay for her 
tickets etc. 

I know a lot of pick up gurus say you shouldn’t spend money on a girl 
unless you have slept with her, but I disagree. 

Generally, if I invite a woman out somewhere, I will pay for everything, but 
that comes with the condition that she buys for us the next time. 

For example, you tell a girl that you’ll pay for her dinner, but don’t worry, 
she can buy the both of you dessert. Not only does this set you up for 
another second or third interaction, it solves the awkward situation where 
the both of you are wondering who pays.  

The best thing is, if you like her enough and you’re able to get a lot of 
attraction from her, you can demand her to cook for you later, instead of 
buying you another meal, at your home. This sets you up perfectly as you 
would have effectively invited her back to your place, to do something that 
only couples would do. 

So in conclusion, yes, pay for a woman, but make sure you let her know 
that she can pay for you the next time. This not only resolves asking hairy 
questions, but sets you up perfectly for the next outing or the bedroom. 
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Chapter 10: Trouble shooting  
 

a. She doesn’t accept your friend request:  
 

This is probably the most common problem. It happens to everyone no 
matter how good he is with women. Experiencing a girl ignore your friend 
request can be a shitty feeling.  

Here’s my advice to you. 

Don’t focus on the outcome. You should never expect a girl to accept your 
friend request, that way you won’t be hurt if she doesn’t. Whenever you’re 
sending a request say to yourself that there’s a 50/50 chance of this 
working out and it’s totally cool if it doesn’t.  
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Remember, there are millions of girls out there on Facebook, you don’t 
have to stare at a single girl’s profile all day waiting for her to accept your 
friend request.  

There are plenty of reasons why some women don’t accept your friends 
request, many of which have nothing to do with you, for example: 

a. she has a boyfriend already 
b. she’s going through a difficult time at the moment 
c. she checked her profile on a mobile device and doesn’t know how to 

accept your request (and she forgot to accept it later) 
d. she’s not interested in men 
e. she simply got too many requests and didn’t see yours 

When someone you somehow connect to or even someone you think you 
know well doesn’t accept, you could try inboxing them as a reminder. 

This will make you look a bit desperate, but it still sometimes works, the 
best part of this is that it’s private and no one else can see that you tried to 
contact her twice. If she still doesn’t accept your request then it’s always 
best to cancel the request and move on. 

 

b. She doesn’t respond to you after accepting your request:  
 

The next most common problem is that a girl will accept your request, but 
when you interact with her after you receive no response from her what so 
ever.  

The only way you can prevent this from happening is by being able to stand 
out from everyone else and letting her know that you’re different.  

Remember, there are plenty of reasons why girls don’t respond to you as 
listed above and none of them have anything to do with you.  

If she’s not replying, 60% chances are that she isn’t gonna. But it’s still 
possible that she might have interest in you and wants to talk to you but 
didn’t notice your text or is busy somewhere else. You could try inboxing 
her with something like: 

a. “aww… I am cool enough to be accepted as a friend, but not cool 
enough to respond to?” 

b. “say something, yoohoo? “ 
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c. “Knock! Knock! Anyone there?” 

If you still don’t get any replies, try again once more some other time. If you 
continue to get no response, then I’d just suggest you move on and try out 
someone else. 

 

c. Speaks with interest when you knock her, but never initiates 
communication:  

 

Ego plays a big factor in determining whether or not someone initiates 
contact with you first. I think it’s silly, but there are some girls who refuse to 
initiate contact with you, even if she likes what she sees on your profile. 

All you need to do is swallow your pride and initiate contact with her, once 
you do this a few times you can gauge from the conversation to see if she’s 
really worth your time.  

If she is, then you can play the same game with her. All you have to do is 
use your chat options to keep her offline for a while. About 2 or 3 days 
should be enough depending on how regular she is.  

You just have to create the interval. And then one day when she’s online 
turn your status online for her to see. You need comment on someone’s 
wall or change your profile picture.  

Do this a few times, and she’ll know for sure you’re there. What you want to 
do is bait to see if misses you. If she does message you first, then reward 
her by being very surprised and telling her how much you missed chatting 
with her. It doesn’t have to be fake, most likely you will genuinely be glad to 
speak to her again, just make sure she sees it. If you do this right you will 
have sniped her ego dead from a mile away within in a few days. 
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d. She suddenly starts ignoring you 
 

I used to get this a lot. A girl seemed to be into me, and then suddenly she 
started ignoring me.  

So what do you do at this point? 

You should review your conversation to see if there was something that you 
said to offend or insult her. If you did do something annoying then make 
sure you apologize in a friendly way like “her sorry about doing [XYZ] I 
didn’t think you’d take it that way and if I offended you I apologize. I just 
thought you were a super cool chick and would be ok with it.” 

But remember how I mentioned that there are many reasons why a girl 
doesn’t respond? It may also happen here. 

Re-initiate contact with her by inboxing her a few times. Give her a few 
days. Maximum, a week. If she still ignores you then just let her go.  

e. She’s in a relationship:  
In my opinion, generally I wouldn’t advise you to go for girls who are in a 
relationship. There are plenty of reasons as to why, but here are the main 
ones: 

• if you do end up getting with her and she ends up being your 
girlfriend, you’ll be wondering in the back of your mind if she’s going 
to cheat on you like she did with her ex. 

• If you do hit on her, maybe she has an aggressive boyfriend who will 
want to really make your life miserable. 

• There are so many other hot girls on Facebook, why go for one that’s 
already taken? 

 

What I would do in this instance and just back off, you don’t want to “hang 
around” being the friendly guy because you’re going to get put into the 
“friend zone.” Just make sure in every instance you communicate with her, 
you flirt with her in a fun and friendly way, but just don’t make it too obvious 
that you’re waiting around for her.  
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f. She’s in a relationship or gets a boyfriend, but still flirts with you: 
 
Sometimes you meet girls who are total flirts. Maybe she’s in a relationship, 
but still gives you the impression that she wants to be with you. So what 
should you do in this case?  

You need to make sure that she REALLY is serious about you and not just 
flirting with you because she’s a “flirt.” There are MANY hot girls who just 
enjoy getting attention from guys but she has no intention of having sex 
with you.  

So what you need to do is start testing her to see if she’s just joking around 
or really down to hook up with you. Having said this though, remember the 
previous point about going after girls with boyfriends?  

That still applies here, and I don’t recommend you do this. 

g. She makes you her Bro (you are in the “Friend Zone”): 
 

If you get sent to the “friend zone” the only way out of it is to disappear for a 
week or so then come back as the “new” advanced fun and flirty version of 
you. 

The only reason why you became “just a friend” was because you didn’t 
start flirting with her and indicating some sort of sexual attraction towards 
her.  

I’m not saying you need to be sleazy, but in order to get a girl into bed you 
need to know that you desire for her sexually in one form or another.  

g. You are suffering from the “Isolation Aftereffects” and have become 
active female repellent 

 

What you need to do here is actually pretty simple. 

i. Stop writing silly comments on the walls of girls.  
ii. Wait for a week or two or more (long enough for the girls to forget 

about your constant posts).  
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iii. Revamp your profile according to this guide. 
iv. Get attractive girls on Fiverr.com to be your girlfriend for a week or 

two then you can SLOWLY start messaging girls using the tips 
provided in this manual. 

 

Once other girls start realizing that you’re not a total female repellent 
anymore, then the damage caused by “Isolation Aftereffects” will dissolve. 

h. How does the tagging and posting thing work, and when do I know my 
updates are showing on the walls of other people?  

 
When a person from my friendslist tags me in a PHOTO, all the other 
friends (and followers) on my friendlist gets that post on their news feed.  

However when I'm tagged in someone’s status update or someone posts 
on my wall, you have to be friends(or followers) with me AND THAT 
SOMEONE in order to get that post on your feed.  

Let me add, priority of friends vary. The posts from "friends with which you 
more frequently interact in Facebook", will get more priority on your 
newsfeed.  

If you have a lot of friends, there are going to be ones' you've never spoken 
to, liked their post, commented on or the same from THEIR SIDE (I mean 
they have never liked your post or commented on any). If you have a lot of 
friends, updates from those friends pretty much aren't going to be showing 
on your newsfeed.  

Conclusion by Dean Cortez 
 

I hope you’ve enjoyed this book as much as I enjoyed putting it together 
with my friend and student, Brandon Buckley. 

Trying to get to know random girls on Facebook can be a very 
unpredictable and frustrating process if you don’t know what you’re doing.  

However, if you follow our detailed guidelines on how find, filter and hook 
up with women on Facebook, then I’m sure you’re going to experience 
success—whether this means one night of incredible fun, or finding an 
awesome girlfriend who you want to stick with.   
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I’ve been using Facebook for almost five years now. For the first few years, 
I only used Facebook to keep in touch with my personal friends. I got laid 
plenty by meeting girls in the “real world” (thanks to the techniques I teach 
in the legendary Mack Tactics program), but I was never able to close the 
deal with girls on Facebook.  

(By the way, if you’re a guy who gets nervous and tongue-tied around 
women and you struggle to figure out what to say, I highly recommend you 
watch this video right now.) 

Eventually, by working with Brandon and some friends of his who were 
Facebook experts, we figured out how to “hack” the way the whole 
Facebook community works, and turn it into our own playground for picking 
up hot girls.  

Getting laid on Facebook becomes a fun, stress-free GAME once you know 
how to identify the right candidates, and you’ve got the right things to say.  

Soon, Facebook will turn into your own adult Disneyland, as it did for me. 
Log in, choose your ride, and have fun.  

Your Wingman,  

 

 

 

P.S. Before you put this system to work, I want to show you a few 
resources you might want to grab to make your game with women 
UNSTOPPABLE. 

First off, take a quick look at my 
M.A.C.K. Tactics Seduction System. 
This mega-package has been 
downloaded by tens of thousands of 
guys around the world. If you’re ready to 
handle your dating life once and for 
all…and take your game & confidence 
to a “rock star” level…click here to 
watch a quick video and learn the 
“secret words” that make women feel 
automatic attraction. 
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Or, For Learning How To Approach Women In Any 
Situation, Start Conversations & Create Attraction…  

 
Are you curious to know my favorite, rejection-free openers & lines to use 
on women—whether you’re starting a chat with them on Facebook, or 
you’re looking to pull off a “Same Night Lay” with some hot girl you see at a 
bar or nightclub?  

How’d you like to know EXACTLY what you have to do to approach and 
meet women and start conversations without ever getting blown off—or 
having to struggle as you figure out what to say next? 

Approaching women and getting exactly what you want is simple, once you 
learn “The Approach Formula.” Watch this quick video that explains how 
it works (this video will give you BULLETPROOF confidence when you talk 
to girls, because you’ll know how to “break the ice” every time):  

 

Shocking Video Reveals 3 “Weird” Secrets About Approaching Girls 

You’ll learn specific, field-tested openers and word-for-word routines that 
you can use anywhere (bars, clubs, gyms, cafes, coffee shops, shopping 
malls, etc)…and also, how to control the conversation so that you can get 
the results you want…FAST. 
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For Dating Hot YOUNGER Women… 
If you’re in your 30s, 40s or beyond, and you’re close to “giving up” on the 
idea of dating women younger than you, now is the time to destroy the 
MYTH that you can only get women close to your own age. There are, in 
fact, proven ways for you to use your maturity, sophistication, knowledge 
and life experience as huge tactical advantages! 

The truth is, there are also specific techniques and strategies for you to use 
the “age gap” as your own unique ‘weapon’ to get younger women! I’m 
talking about being able to approach, flirt with, and seduce ANY hot 
younger woman, at ANY time. No more hesitation, no more guess-work. 

You can get all of the details by clicking here: 

Secrets Of Dating Younger Women 
 

Or, If You’d Prefer To Be Dating Sexy ASIAN Women… 
 
A lot of guys share a preference for Asian women. 
And we can’t blame them—we agree that Asian 
women are some of the most exotic, graceful and 
beautiful females on the planet. Plus, because of 
their culture and upbringing, Asian women can make 
excellent partners for Western men.   

The challenge is that Asian women can be difficult to 
meet, talk to & connect with if you don’t understand 
their cultural differences and what makes them feel 
attraction. (Attraction, seduction & dating works a lot 
differently with these women, which is why so many 
guys think they’re “hard to get.”)  

 

Whether you’re interested in meeting & seducing beautiful Asian women in 
your area, or you’re chatting with them on the Internet, or you plan on 
taking a trip to Asia, you will enjoy a much higher rate of success (and you 
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won’t waste your time interacting with the wrong women) if you’re armed 
with the right tools, tactics and information. 

We’ve got some quick tips for you right here:   

 

Secrets Of Dating Asian Women 
 

If You Want To Score With Sexy, Exotic STRIPPERS 
(Without Having To Spend Money…) 

If you enjoy visiting strip clubs, I’m sure you’ve thought about how 
awesome it would be to bang one of those scorching-hot, hard-bodied 
stunners. But if you’re like most guys, the strippers are treating you only as 
a customer. You blow a bunch of money on lap-dances and drinks, and go 
home alone and sexually frustrated… 
 
But what if I told you some of the world’s top pickup artists have figured out 
a SYSTEM for picking up strippers and getting all the sex you want—for 
free? I’m talking about being able to push a stripper’s “attraction buttons” 
and connect with them on an authentic sexual level—so that instead of 
viewing you as a customer, they want to hang out with you after their shift 
and have wild sex.  
 
(Or even date you, if you think you can handle having a hot stripper 
girlfriend!) 
 
“Secrets Of Strip Club Seduction” is JAM-PACKED with the best 
techniques on how to read a stripper’s body language, how to flirt, create 
unstoppable confidence, “dominate” strip clubs and the attention of the 
hottest women, and especially how to CLOSE super-hot dancers! 
  
If you’re serious about wanting to become a guy who bangs “Perfect 10s” 
every night of the week (and not just strippers, but hot girls from all 
backgrounds who are downright untouchable for most men)… you’ve got to 
check out this highly controversial (but very amazing) program.  
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This is the ultimate resource for developing ADVANCED game and 
seducing the most stunningly beautiful, sexually adventurous women. Click 
here and check it out: 
 

Strip Club Seduction Secrets 
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